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ABSTRACT
This thesis describes the work undertaken in the conception o f a vehicle able to 
observe the thermocline, the temperature and the salinity from the sea surface to 200m 
deep. T his work includes the mechanical design o f the device, termed a “ballast 
system” or “subsurface profiler” and the control o f its velocity. This profiler is able to 
accommodate sensors capable o f collecting such data (temperature and salinity). These 
sensors are provided by Sea-Sense Ltd, Galway. The profiler is designed to be 
disposable, auto-controlled and located by satellites in order to eliminate the recovery 
cost. It is designed to achieve at least two hundred cycles from the sea surface to 200m 
deep. Furthermore, the profiler velocity must be controlled accurately and as close as 
possible to O.OSm-s"1.
Once the mechanical design and the selection o f the appropriate sensors mounting 
components are achieved, the mechanical strength o f the profiler, using appropriate 
materials, is evaluated at 200m deep where the pressure is relatively high (about 20 
bars).
The profiler velocity is simulated via a motor, which pumps (discharges) water in 
order to become heavier (lighter).
Tools such as mechanical design automation software, finite element analysis and 
dynamical simulation systems software were employed to provide a solution to each 
problem through this project.
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CHAPTER I: 
INTRODUCTION
l
In tro d u c tio n
The information about the upper parts o f the ocean obtained in recent years by earth- 
orbiting satellites is immense. Measurements are made over vast areas o f the ocean 
surface. Satellites have greatly improved the accuracy o f position fixing, but satellite 
sensors are only able to obtain measurements at the ocean surface. Properties deeper 
than a metre or so are undetected. Then more conventional methods o f measurement 
are necessary to probe the ocean depths. Numerous researches in seas are achieved 
daily, which purposes are wide and diverse. The most common are fish studies for 
fishermen to locate easily shoals, topography o f the seabed, petrol research and 
properties o f the seawater. Indeed, sea property changes can help to explain the 
circulation o f water masses as well as the migration o f fishes, the alteration o f 
pollution and so on.
The purpose o f this project is to design a free drifting profiler capable o f housing and 
displacing sensors that are used to measure certain properties o f the sea. These sensors 
are mounted into a steel cylinder o f 90mm in diameter and 515mm long. The 
properties to measure by the sensors include the salinity, the temperature and the 
pressure. Salinity and temperature are typical characteristics o f seawater while pressure 
measurement is a way o f controlling the profiler depth. Regions having a steep 
temperature gradient, usually occurring above 200m deep, are called thermoclines. The 
observation o f these thermoclines must also be achieved by the profiler. The three 
main classifications o f thermoclines are as follows:
•Diurnal thermocline: It can form anywhere, provided there is enough heating 
during the day, though it only occurs at depths down to about 10-15m, and temperature 
differences across it does not normally exceed 1-2°C.
•Seasonal thermocline: The temperature and the depth o f the mixed surface 
layer show seasonal variations in mid-latitudes. During winter, when surface 
temperatures are low and conditions at the surface are rough, the temperature profile 
can be effectively vertical. In  summer, as surface temperatures rise, a seasonal 
thermocline often develops at depths o f about 150m with temperature differences 
exceeding 10°C.
•Permanent thermocline: This thermocline is deeper and always present.
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The profiler must dive and resurface from the sea surface to 200m deep in order to 
measure the desired characteristics and to observe the different thermoclines. The 
profiler must have a vertical velocity o f 0.05 m.s'1 (velocity desired by Sea-Sense Ltd) 
and must achieve 200 cycles over a period o f 4 months (1 cycle is equivalent to one 
return). This is equivalent to one cycle in just over 2 hours. Then the profiler w ill drift 
for about 30 hours before achieving another cycle.
While floating at the sea surface, the profiler w ill relay data to a shore station. The use 
o f “o ff the shelf’ components for the Global Positioning System (GPS) and Argos 
satellite relay w ill ensure a low production cost. This is essential given that there is a 
likelihood that the device might be lost. Indeed with ship charter costs o f up to £50,000 
per day, the profiler w ill be considered disposable, so the recovery costs can be 
eliminated.
Aim  and objectives:
• Literature review including oceanography and existing devices
•Selection o f the appropriate design:
Selection o f the appropriate design among the existing designs and the 
possible new concepts. This part also includes the selection o f the 
appropriate components.
•Methods to reduce the energy consumption:
Possible ways to reduce the energy required and selection o f the optimal 
method.
•Shape and material analysis:
Selection o f the most hydrodynamic shape able to withstand the 
external pressure at 200m deep.
•Control:
Selection o f the optimal way to control the motor in order to get an 
actual profiler velocity as close as possible to 0.05m.s'1.
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CHAPTER II: 
OCEANOGRAPHY
O ceanography
1-M A T H E M A T IC A L  E Q U A T IO N S
The ocean is a very complex system that is difficult to predict since many parameters 
have to be taken into account [1] .
Ocean circulation is deeply dependent on:
-  The atmosphere and climate (wind, solar radiation)
-  The moon (tidal motions)
The location (Coriolis force)
- Characteristics o f the water (temperature, salinity)
The equations o f motion are [2]:
A cc e le ra tio n  =  (p re ssu re  +  g rav ity  +  f r ic tio n a l +  tid a l) fo rc e s /u n it m a ss
du
d t
dv
d t
dw
d t
=  - a x —  +  2Qsin(<|) x v )  -  2Qcos(<|> x w ) +  F x
dx
=  - a  x —  -  2Qsin(<j) x u )
dy
=  - a  x —  -  g  +  2Qcos(<j) x u) 
dz
+  F y
+  F z
Eqn. II. 1
Where:
u,v,w : orthogonal velocities in the x ,y  and z direction
x: East to west direction
y: North to south direction
z: Vertical direction (upward)
a :  Specific volume (1/p)
p: Pressure
i l :  Angular velocity o f earth about its axis 
<p: Geographic latitude
Fi: Other forces components (frictional, tidal)
These equations are very difficult to solve since many unknowns are present. 
Moreover, the intention is not to solve them nor to find current velocities at a given 
time and at a given place, but to understand the ocean currents qualitatively.
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2 -C L A S S IF IC A T IO N  O F  F O R C E S  A N D  M O T IO N S
The forces can be divided into two classes [3]:
•Primary (which cause motion):
1-Gravitation
2-W ind stress
3-Atmospheric pressure
4-Seismic (from sea bottom)
•Secondary (which result from motion):
1-Coriolis force
2-Friction
These two kinds o f motion are, as written before, difficult to understand and a simple 
classification w ill be given:
A -W in d -d rive n  circulation
This circulation is set in motion by moving air masses. This motion is confined 
prim arily to h o rizo n ta l m ovem ent in the upper waters and plays a major role in 
transporting excess heat from the tropics to the heat-deficient higher latitudes.
B-Therm ohaline circulation
T his has a significant v e rt ic a l com ponent. It is initiated at the ocean surface in high 
latitudes by temperature and salinity conditions that produce a high-density mass, 
which sinks and spreads slowly beneath the surface waters. The layer separating the 
wind driven circulation from the deep thermohaline circulation is the pycnocline. 
Nevertheless, these systems do communicate across the pycnocline in a way that is 
only now being recognised[4].
Horizontal and vertical motions w ill be studied separately in the attempt to further 
understand the ocean circulations.
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3 -H O R IZ O N T A L  C IR C U L A T IO N  
A-Ekm an spiral
Ekman explained in 1902 quantitatively what Nansen observed four years before [2]: 
The currents do not follow the direction o f the wind but are deflected to the right from 
20° to 40° in the northern hemisphere (left in the southern one). In  his theory, Ekman 
assumed the surface current flowing at 45° to the right (Figure I I - l )  [5].
There are no homogeneous water columns in existence in the ocean, and movements 
actually occurring, as a result o f wind stress on the surface, w ill deviate from this 
idealised picture.
However this theory is not reliable and not accurate since too many assumptions are 
used [2] :
-N o boundaries
-Infinitely deep water
-Constant kinematic eddy viscosity
-Barotropic condition i.e. homogeneous water and sea surface level 
-Constant Coriolis parameter
7
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B-Geostrophic currents
Considering the subtropical gyre in the north Atlantic ocean and remembering the 
Ekman layer, a clockwise rotation in the northern hemisphere w ill tend to produce a 
subtropical convergence and pilling up o f water in the centre o f that gyre. Within all 
subtropical gyres, hills o f water that rise as much as 2m above the water level can be 
found. Then gravitational force acts on individual particles o f water balancing with the 
Coriolis force. This motion around the h ill is called geostrophic current.
Again, this idealised flow  would exist if  there were no friction. Owing to the friction 
between water molecules, the water follows a path that moves it gradually down the 
slope o f the hill. The apex o f the h ill formed within the rotating gyre is not in the 
centre o f that gyre. The highest part o f each hill is located closer to the western 
boundary o f the gyre (figure II-2 ).
The causes o f westward intensification are complex and w ill not be explained. Western 
boundary currents commonly flow  10 times faster and to greater depths than eastern 
boundary currents.
Geos trophic Current
Figure II-2  Geostrophic currents
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To conclude with the horizontal currents, some data collected during several current 
researches are shown below.
Data, shown in table I I - 1, was collected by two stations 50 km apart. Station A  was 
41°55’N , 50°09W and Station B was 41°28’N , 50°09W [2], these locations are in the 
mid-latitudes o f the Atlantic:
Depth (m) Velocity (m .s'1)
0 0.26
25 0.27
50 0.28
75 0.29
100 0.29
150 0.28
200 0.24
Table I I - 1 Horizontal currents according to depth
In  Figure II-3  [6], four examples o f horizontal velocities in the mixed layer from the 
sea surface to 150m deep in November 1982 are shown:
Figure II-3 Horizontal currents in the mixed layer
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To know the drift o f the profiler, a constant horizontal profiler drift o f 0.25ms'1 w ill be 
assumed due to the horizontal water current. Hence, depending on the time taken (t) to 
sink form 0 to 200m, the profiler w ill not be able to drift iurther than 0.25t in the 
horizontal direction, as shown in Figure II-4 :
Figure I I -4 Maximum profiler drift
4-V E R T IC A L  C IR C U L A T IO N
This circulation is o f great interest since the profiler has to dive and resurface. Indeed 
the vertical component w ill modify the magnitude o f the drag force.
A-Therm ohaline circulation
Vertical mixing o f ocean water is achieved primarily through the sinking and rising o f 
water in high latitudes: Norwegian sea, Irminger and Labrador sea (the Weddel sea in 
the southern hemisphere).
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This occurs only in high latitude areas since the water column has a gravitational 
stability sufficiently neutral to allow vertical movements o f large masses o f water [2].
Salinity appears to have a very minimal effect on the movement o f water masses in the 
lower latitudes because high salinity water w ill not sink. This is due to their 
temperatures that are high enough to maintain a low density for the surface water mass. 
In  such areas, a strong halocline (salinity gradient) may be found. This kind o f velocity 
occurs much deeper than 200m deep. Away from these high latitudes, recent 
measurements indicate vertical velocities o f the order o f 10”4 ms"1 (about 10m a day) 
[2][4]
B -W ind-induced circulation
Upwelling, see figure II-5 , occurs in areas where the surface flow  o f water is away 
from this area. I f  volume is to be conserved and horizontal surface flows bring 
insufficient water into the area, water must come from beneath the surface to replace 
the volume that has been displaced. Downwelling occurs where pilled-up water is 
found and causes the sinking o f surface water.
Figure II-5 Upwelling
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C -Langm uir circulation
Langmuir circulations are helical roll vortices, as shown in figure II-6  [8]. They appear 
after the onset o f winds greater than 3 ms'1 (Although some circulations have been 
found for slower wind [6]). They are a potentially important mechanism for the 
downward transfer o f wind-generated momentum and consequent mixing o f heat and 
momentum through the surface layer.
Figure II-6  Langmuir circulation
Several researches have been done in the ocean to find the intensity o f the vertical 
current and their depth o f penetration. Depending on the season and o f the wind 
velocity, very different data have been found. Moreover for the same conditions, a 
different Langmuir circulation can be found.
For example, Robert A . Weller and James F. Price realised that “ in December 1982 the 
strongest downwelling was observed during the strongest wind. In May 1983, though 
the winds were the same strength as the strongest winds o f December 1982, weaker 
downwelling was observed that did not penetrate deeply into the mixed layer” [6].
Also from the data collected, Robert A . Weller and James F. Price conclude that 
downwelling velocities are strong away from the surface.
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In figure II-7a and II-7b [6], it can be seen that downwelling velocities o f 0.25 m.s'1 
are found between 15 and 30m deep with strongest speeds in winter.
Fig.II-7a Fig .II-7 b
Kev:
• Depth: 1: Sea surface, 2:0-15m, 3:15-30m, 4: Fixed depth o f 20m, 5: Fixed to 30m.
• Downwelling speeds (darkest first): >25cm.s'1, 15-25cm.s'', 5-15cm.s'1, <5cm.s_1.
Downwelling velocities o f 20 cms'1 can easily occur at 23m deep (in figure II-8  [6 ]).
As can be seen, the upward velocities are much slower with maximum amplitude o f 7 
to 8 cm. s'1.
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5 -P R O P E R TIE S  O F  S E A W A T E R
The physical properties o f seawater are pressure, temperature and salinity. A ll o f these 
properties are important in order to understand the variations o f seawater density since 
it w ill have a big influence on the profiler:
A-Pressure
It increases with depth as a linear function assuming a constant density.
Pressure = densityxgravityxdepth Eqn. II-2
For the upper 200m layer, the pressure w ill vary from 0 bar at the sea surface to 20 
bars at 200m deep.
B-Tem perature
About 90% o f the world’s oceans have temperatures in the range -2  to 10°C (away 
from the surface where warmer water can be found). An increase in temperature w ill 
decrease the density since this volume w ill tend to expand. Moreover, the relationship 
between density and temperature is non-linear, and density is less sensitive to 
temperature changes at low temperatures than at high ones.
The ocean has a well-m ixed surface layer where the water temperatures are relatively 
constant. Below the mixed layer is the thermocline, (Figure II-9 ) [7] a zone where 
temperature changes rapidly w ith depth. Below this thermocline, the temperature is 
relatively uniform with depth, showing only a small decrease in the ocean bottom. The 
temperature structure o f the upper ocean varies during the year. During summer the 
surface water is warmer. As warmer water is less dense than cold one, this warm water 
remains at the surface and the water column is “ stable” . There is little wind so the 
mixed layer is shallow, as is the thermocline.
During winter, cooler temperatures and wind from storms cool the surface waters. This 
increases the density o f the surface water, which then sinks to a level o f similar 
density.
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This combination o f cooling and wind mixing causes a deep mixed layer. In  spring the 
water warms again and the thermocline reforms.
s u m m e r
Temperature (°C] 
5 10 20 30
— h - r h
w in t e r
Temperature (°C) 
5 1 0 20 30
~  50
1 0 0
150
2 0 0
mixed layer
50 4 -
locline
1 0 0  —
150
2 0 0
Figure I I -9 Thermocline
C -S a lin itv
An average value for the salinity is 35° / 00 (35g per kilogram). However salinity lower 
than 20°/oo may be found in the vicin ity o f rivers or melting ice [2]. Salinity varies with 
depth in the ocean, but it is very different from a region to another. In rainy regions, 
surface water w ill be diluted by fresh water in rain. Hence the surface water w ill have a 
lower salt content than deep water. In  arid regions, evaporation o f surface water makes 
the water left saltier than the underlying water. Therefore, the halocline (density 
variation due to salinity variation) can go either from high salinity to low salinity, or 
the other way around, or it may not exist at all.
15
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D -D ensitv
Temperature and salinity mainly control density. Warm water is less dense than cold 
water, and salty water is denser than fresh water.
Because the temperature varies more than salinity, there is usually a strong pycnocline 
at the same depth as the thermocline (Figure 11- 1 0 ).
The density p is usually 
denoted Sigma-t (& )  
where <r = p - 1 0 0 0
Figure 11-10 Density variation
A  formula, called International Equation o f State o f Sea-water (IES  80), enables high 
accuracy in calculating seawater density as a function o f salinity (S ), temperature (T ) 
and pressure (p in bars). This equation (shown in appendix A ) was determined 
empirically in a series o f laboratory measurements.
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6 -C O N C L U S IO N
T his chapter was not intended to create or to invent anything but to explain sea 
motions. In  fact, this area has still to be discovered since very little is known. Only 
experiments carried out in sea can give reasonable results.
Concerning the profiler dynamics, two results prevail to know the profiler drift: the 
maximum velocities in the horizontal and vertical direction. Indeed, from the 
maximum vertical velocity, the maximum drag force applied on the profiler can be 
determined, while the maximum horizontal velocity w ill give an indication o f the 
maximum drift o f the profiler during one cycle.
Table II-2  summarises the maximum current velocities as a function o f depth in both 
vertical and horizontal directions. These values are very simplified but w ill be used in 
the dynamics chapter in order to simulate the worst sea current conditions.
C urrent direction M agnitude
H orizontal 0.25m.s''
Vertica l
From sea surface to 30m deep: ±0.2m.s''
From 30 to 200m deep: ±0.1m.s‘I
Table II-2
17
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CHAPTER III: 
DESIGN
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1 -IN T R O D U C T IO N
Marine research requires investment in ships and technological improvements for the 
science to develop. Also novel measurements are necessary to provide further insights 
into ocean process. Ships have always been essential for marine studies but they are 
expensive so other methods o f observing the ocean are evolving. In  this chapter, the 
main possible designs to collect the desired data w ill be discussed. Then the selection 
o f the appropriate design w ill be achieved. The main criteria o f selection are shown in 
figure I I I - l .
The most important criterion is that the profiler must be a new concept.
A  low cost and the independence o f the profiler are, even if  less important, necessary. 
Indeed, it must not be too expensive to allow its manufacturing in the future. Its 
independence is also very important to enable the profiler to work on its own.
Finally the profiler must be disposable to eliminate the recovery cost. It must also be 
capable o f drifting freely. This means that it can not be fixed in position, and the 
energy required must be reduced as much as possible.
Remote sensing instruments w ill not be discussed because they are not appropriate.
I
M
P
O
R
T
A
N
C
E
Figure III-l
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2-EX1ST1NG D E V IC E S
Figure III-2  [8 ] shows the four main kinds o f existing measurement devices. The first 
one consists o f sensors directly connected to a vessel, the second concept is free-fall 
sensors, the third one is made up o f sensors fixed in position and the last one is using a 
tracked device.
Figure III-2
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A-Instrum ents connected directly to the vessel
• Instruments on board research vessels provide fundamental measurements o f the 
ocean. Data is collected from the vessel while underway.
• Lowered instruments are lowered from stationary ships. Such system shed light on 
the global-scale circulation o f the deep ocean.
• Towed sensors and samplers. Because the two solutions mentioned previously are 
costly in ship time, engineers have devised vehicles that can be towed behind a ship to 
give continuous coverage while underway. Figure III-3  shows the PR IM ER  (from  
Seasoar labs) towed vehicle.
Figure III-3  Primer vehicle 
B -Free -fa ll sensors
The sensors are released from a research vessel allowing it to free-fall due to its own 
weight before recovery by line. Figure III-4  shows a High Resolution Profiler, 
developed by a team at Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, U SA .
Figure III-4 High Resolution Profiler
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This design consists o f a floating part, a cable and the sensor support (figure III-5 ). As 
it is heavier than the displaced water, the sensor support sinks. When the desired depth 
is reached, the winch stops unwinding. The opposite procedure is achieved when 
resurfacing is required. The collected data (temperature and salinity) are transmitted to 
the floating part via the cable. The floating part can transmit these data to a ship or a 
station.
Figure III-5
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C-Sensors fixed in  position
Another possible way o f measuring the sea properties can be achieved by a subsurface 
buoy anchored to the seabed as shown in figure I I I -6 . Many salt, temperature and 
pressure sensors can be installed all along the cable. Its main disadvantages are that it 
always measures at the same location. These anchored buoys are also vulnerable to 
damage or displacement by fishing trawls.
D-Measurem ent using tracked devices
The newest method o f collecting data comes from the A L A C E  (Autonomous 
Lagrangian Circulation Explorer) float [9] as shown in figure III-7 . It drifts at a desired 
depth and comes back to the surface every twenty days to send information about its
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position via an ARGOS platform location and data transmission satellite system. The 
devices can operate as deep as 2 0 0 0 m deep.
Figure III-7  A L  A C E  float
The buoyancy change is performed by changing the effective volume o f the float. An  
electrically driven hydraulic pump moves o il from the reservoir (internal to the float) 
to an external bladder. Only one institution, the Scripps Institution o f Oceanography, 
La Jolla, California, U S A , builds and deploys such devices. This relatively new 
technology is the most popular for such devices.
Explanation o f the change o f volume design:
The inner mass o f the float remaining constant, this principle uses the change o f 
volume o f the float to dive or resurface, as shown in figure I I I - 8 . B y increasing its 
volume, the mass o f displaced water becomes greater then the upward thrust is 
increased. Thus the float rises to the surface. To  make it dives, the volume is 
decreased, then the mass o f displaced water is reduced. Consequently the float sinks.
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S in k in g  m otion
Figure I I I - 8  Change o f volume design
3 -S E L E C T IO N
From the four different types o f system, only the last one is suitable. For the three 
others, at least one important criterion can not be achieved. Table I I I - l  summarises the 
criteria that can not be fulfilled according the type o f system.
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The device choice is focussed on the tracked devices. However, the change o f volume 
like the A L A C E  system w ill not be studied since it has already been researched and is 
a viable technology.
\ . 'Type of
system
C r ite r ia ^
Sensors 
directly 
connected to 
a vessel
Free-fa ll
sensors
Sensors 
fixed in  
position
Measuremen 
t using 
tracked 
devices
New concept
X X X
Newest o f the 
four concepts
Low  cost
X X
Independent
X X
Not fixed in  
position
X
Energy
requirem ent
Own power 
source
Own power 
source
Disposable
X X X
Table I I I - l  Selection
Note that for the following table a cross means that the criterion is not fulfilled.
Firstly, sensors that are dependent on a vessel are not suitable since their main 
disadvantage is their cost due to ship requirement.
Concerning the sensors fixed in position, their mechanical design is very basic. 
However, the aim is to measure at different locations. Moreover, this design involves 
recovery cost.
Finally, only one possible design remains from this selection. Measurement systems 
using tracked devices are the most suitable. Indeed they are independent, disposable, 
and innovative.
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4 -O T H E R  S O L U T IO N S
Three different possibilities are interesting to study further: a thermodynamic concept, 
the principle o f an airship under the sea and the profiler design used for submarines, 
i.e. change o f mass by pumping or releasing water.
Each o f these solutions w ill first be described and the final choice from these three 
solutions w ill be carried out.
Note: the external profiler shape is studied in chapter V II.
A-Therm odynam ic solution
This solution consists o f a gas tank inside the profiler that is warmed up or cooled 
(figure III-9 ). When this gas is warmed up, its volume increases thereby increasing the 
profiler volume. Thus, the buoyancy force increases too and the profiler resurfaces. 
When sinking motion is required, the gas is cooled down and the profiler volume 
decreases.
-Cold gas 
-H igh inside 
pressure Resistance creating 
heat that makes the 
profiler lighter
-Warm gas 
-Low  inside 
pressure
S in k in g  m otion R is in g  m o tio n
Figure III-9 Thermodynamic design
D esistí
Assuming an ideal gas such as air, its properties at two different states are related to 
each other by (for a fixed mass):
Eqn.III-1  [10]
h  Li 
Where:
p i: Pressure in Pa at the sea surface 
V i: Volume in m3 at the sea surface 
T i: Temperature in K  at the sea surface 
P2 : Pressure at 200m deep 
V 2 : Volume at 200m deep 
T 2 : Temperature at 200m deep
The aim is to determine the volume ratio, using equation I I I - 1, assuming that the gas 
expands when warmer. This w ill enable the profiler to resurface. A  range o f 
temperatures from 1°C (when sinking) to 100°C (when resurfacing) w ill be assumed. 
To work, it is imperative that the volume when sinking is smaller to reduce its 
buoyancy.
Then assuming: p i: 105 Pa (atmospheric pressure)
T r. 100+273=373K
p2> 2x106 Pa ( external pressure at 200m deep)
T 2: 1+273=274K
The ratio is:
v i _ P2 *T, _  (2 x l0 6 )x373  
V 2 _ p, x T 2 ~~ 10s x274
T his means that the volume at 200m deep w ill be 27.23 times smaller. It seems 
unrealistic to find a way o f designing a mechanical device having such volume 
variations.
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B -A irsh ip  solution
T his design is easier in principle since only few components are necessary. First o f all, 
the profiler sinks due to its own weight until 2 0 0 m deep (the profiler is heavier than 
the water displaced). When the desired depth is reached, a balloon o f a light gas is 
released having the consequence to increase the buoyancy force (figure 111- 1 0 ).
S in k in g  m otion  R is in g  m otion
Figure III-10 Airship design
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C-Change in mass solution
The final solution is to pump water inside the profiler to increase its own weight 
(figure I I I -11). When the profiler has pumped water and is heavier than the displaced 
water, it sinks. When the final depth is reached, some water is released from the 
profiler to make it lighter[l 1]. Hence it resurfaces.
Buoyancy
Mass
S in k in g  m otion R is in g  m otion
Figure III-l 1 Change in mass design
Pesien
5 -C O N C L U S IO N
From the three described solutions, only the last one w ill be studied further.
The change o f volume design seems only possible by using an actuator. Indeed the 
volume variations are too large to achieve through heating a gas inside the profiler. 
Moreover, even if  it is not proven, the time required to cool the gas could be very long 
involving a slow dynamical response.
The second solution (use o f balloons) is very interesting due to its simplicity. 
However, each cycle requiring a different balloon involves the necessity o f two 
hundred balloons. This would be too cumbersome. In  fact this technology could be 
suitable for only few cycles.
The change o f mass solution is interesting. Indeed this concept is used for submarines 
but not for the kind o f profiler under study. This solution is probably the most suitable 
according to our requirement. However, the main difference with a submarine is that a 
submarine uses propellers to move.
A ll along my research, I  have not found any relevant documentation about the chosen 
method o f moving the profiler. Indeed, the three most common methods are the 
instruments connected directly to the vessel, the change o f buoyancy by changing the 
volume o f the profiler and the propelled devices. For such devices, relevant literature is 
available compared with our method.
In  chapter IV , the dynamics o f the profiler must be undertaken in order to determine 
the quantity o f water that has to be pumped to get the 0.05m.s_1 vertical velocity.
However, one shall underline that some calculations require data from the following 
chapters. For example, the profiler volume and the profiler projected area, also related 
to the size o f the motor and the battery must be known to perform the profiler 
dynamics. Another example is that the motor selection is related to the torque to 
overcome, itself related to the piston area hence to the piston volume. Consequently a 
parameter change affects several other parameters.
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CHAPTER IV: 
DYNAMICS OF THE PROFILER
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1-INTRODUCTION
This chapter deals with the dynamics o f the profiler. According to the chosen solution, 
both the appropriate initial mass o f the profiler and the amount o f water required to 
sink or rise must be calculated. Knowing that surface waves have depth effects down 
to about 30m deep [12] depending on the atmospheric conditions, their influence w ill 
be neglected in order to simplify the complex mathematical model [2 ],
The dynamics equation w ill be a differential equation. The Laplace transformation w ill 
be used to solve it. Indeed “ it is probably the best tool for solving differential equations 
with constant coefficients, especially i f  a particular solution satisfying given initial 
conditions is required” [13]. However, because the Laplace transformation transforms 
differential equations in the time domain into the s domain, the equation must be linear 
[14].
In our case, the initial conditions are the depth (h) and the velocity (h’).
2 -G E N E R A L  E Q U A T IO N S  O F  M O T IO N  O F  U N D E R W A TE R  
V E H IC L E S  1151
The general equations o f dynamics o f the underwater vehicle in the three dimensional 
Cartesian co-ordinate system connected with the vehicle’s hull may be formulated as 
follows [15]:
dP ~ i—  +  o o x P  =  F 
dt
AIS _*
 +  G )x K  +  V x P  =  M  E q n .I V - 1
d t
W h e r e :
 „X
v  = [VX,V  ,V Z] : linear v e lo c ity  v e c to r  T : fo r  th e  tra n sp o se d  m a tr ix
—T
go = [ r a x ,m y ,o )z ] : a n g u la r  v e lo c ity  v e c to r
-»T
P  =  [Px , P y , P z ] : m o m en tu m  v e c to r  o f  th e  sy stem  h u ll a n d  ad d itio n a l m a ss  o f  w a te r
—’T
K  =  [ K x , K y , K z ] :  m o m en t o f  m o m en tu m  v e c to r  o f  th e  sy s tem  an d  ad d itio n a l m a ss  o f  w a te r
— T
F =  [Fx , Fy, Fz ] : re su lta n t v e c to r  o f  ex te rn a l fo rc es  a c tin g  o n  v eh ic le
—*T
M  =  [ M x , M y , M z ] : re su lta n t v ec to r  o f  m o m en ts  o f  e x te rn a l fo rces  a c tin g  o n  veh ic le
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Components o f P and K  may be derived from the kinetic energy Ek o f the vehicle 
shape and additional mass o f water. The total kinetic energy o f the vehicle moving in 
the water environment may be written as follows:
Ek = 2 tV xVyV 2®x®y“ Z]
m + A.,1 0 0 0 0 0 X  '
0 m -i- A. 22 0 0 0 ^26 V y
0 0 m+A,33 0 A, 35 0 v z
0 0 0  ^xx “^ ^44 0 0 <°x
0 0 X53 0 Iyy ^55 0 (Oy
0 ^62 0 0 0 t  zz 66 z.
Eqn. IV -2
Where:
m: mass o f the vehicle
I xx, Iyy, Izz: principal moments o f inertia o f the vehicle’s hull
Ix, Iy, Iz: moments o f inertia o f the vehicle’s hull
Ày: coefficients o f mass and moments o f additional mass o f water
(Also called added mass [16])
Setting:
mx= m+An 
my= m+A.22 
mz= m+A33
Ix~ Ixx^A(4 
Iy— Iyy "^ A.55
Iz= Izz + ^ 6  Eqn. IV -3
the kinetic energy takes the following form:
E k (mx x V x2 +m y x Vy +m z x V z2 + IX xœ^ + Iy + I Z x©*)+
X V„ x 01 + xV  xm
Eqn. IV-4
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Knowing that Pj and K i are the derivatives o f the kinetic energy with respect o f V i and 
co, respectively as shown in equation IV -5 :
P = 5E“
5VX
8 E„
Py SVy
8 E.P = -
8 V .
K X = ^ L
8 cox
k . .= 6E‘
So..
8 E V 
K  = k
8 g>,
E q n .IV -5
The derivatives o f the kinetic energy (equationlV -  4) with respect tothe velocity gives P 
andK as follows:
Px = m x  x V x
Py = my x V y + l 2 6 xcoz 
P, =m z x V z + ^ 3 5 xcoy
and
K x = Ix x© x
K y = I y xcoy + X 35 x V
K z = Iz xfi)z + l 26x V E q n .IV - 6
B y using the vectors P and K  o f equation IV -6 , equation I V -1 yields:
dV 2 2 v
m x x —  n iy x o ) z x V y +  m z x c o y x V z + X 35 x r o y - X 26 x r o z =  2 * F*
m y x ^ -  +  A,26 x ^ - - m x x oo z x V x +  m z x o ) x x  V z - 1 35 x © y x c o 2 =  ^ F y 
d V  ¿CO
m z x — ~ -  +  ^-35 x  — my x c o x x V  +  m x x < n y x  V x + 1 26 x < d x x o o z =  >  F z 
d t  d t
I* x ^ j ^  +  (X26 + X 35) x ( f o y x V y - o a z x V z ) =  ^ M x
I y x ^  + ^ 5  x ^ -  + ©x(oy( Ix - I , )  + V xV z x(m x -m z) -A .26©xV y - X 35o)yV z = ]jT M y
I ,  x ^  +  , 26 x ^ -  +  © x0) (Iy - I x ) +  V xV y x ( m y - m x ) +  ^ 35coxV z + ^ .26cozV x =  ^ M Z 
d t a t
Eqn. IV-7
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3 -E O U A T IO N S  O F  M O T IO N  A P P L IE D  T O  T H E  R E A L  P R O F IL E R
A-Assum ptions
It is assumed that the horizontal profiler velocities (V x and V y) and angular velocities
o f the profiler about the three axis (cox, coy, G)z), each o f them generated by the sea
about these currents [17]. These five components are therefore assumed to be equal to 
zero. Therefore equation IV -7  becomes:
Four different forces act on the profiler. Indeed the weight, the drag force, the 
buoyancy and the force due to the water current must be taken into account.
Figure IV -1  represents the free-body diagram o f the profiler when sinking [11]. When 
resurfacing, the drag force changes direction (downward). Sea currents being 
unpredictable, each direction must be analysed.
currents, do not have any effect on the vertical profiler velocity since little is known
mz x E q n .IV - 8
Buoyancy
Acceleration
Weight
Sea current
*■
Figure IV-1 Free body diagram
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Then equation IV - 8  gives:
dV
• m z x  —  = weight -  drag -  buoyancy ± water current
dt
f  j
-  (volume profiler x Pwaler x g )±  —  x x A  x c d x v c 2
V ^\
Eqn. IV  -  9
Where:
-A : Projected area o f the profiler
-Cd: Drag coefficient, equal to 0.8. This coefficient which depends on the 
Reynolds number is twice smaller (0.4) [[18] ; [19]]. But for safety 
reasons, it w ill be taken over its actual magnitude.
-pwater: water density, assumed to be constant. ( 1 0 2 0 kg.rn )
-v c: Water current
-Velocity to reach equal to O.OSm.s"1 
-z : Displacement in the vertical direction 
-t: Time
-Magnitude o f the water current vc, shown in table I V -1:
-Added mass=50kg (Ve ry little is known about this coefficient but it is usually 
taken as half o f the actual mass [18]).
B - Linearisation of the drag force
Figure IV - 2  shows the actual behaviour o f the drag force according to the velocity. 
Since the drag force is non-linear, equation IV - 8  is a second order differential equation 
with a non-linear coefficient.
Depth range M axim al water
vertical velocity v c
From  0 to 30m ±0.2m.s''
From  30 to 200m ±0.1 m.s"1 Table IV -1
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In  order to solve this equation using the Laplace transform, the drag must be linearized 
[[14]; [20]] as shown in figure IV -2 .
DRAG FO R C E
Linearised
Actual
Velocity (m Is)
Figure IV -2  Linearisation o f the drag force 
This process allows the transformation o f equation IV -9  into equation IV -1 0 :
,  , ,  , N d2z 1 (  „ dz^
(mass + added mass) x — -  = mass x g — x Pwater x A x c d x a + p x  —
dt 2  V d t,
1 2 -v o lu m e p ro file rx p ^  x g t - x p ^  x A x c d x v c E q n .IV -1 0
Where a  and f3 are two coefficients to be determined.
Note: with a ± Q , the initial drag force is also different than zero. However, this 
coefficient is very small for such small velocities and has very little effect on the 
dynamics o f the profiler.
The line minimising the squared distances between the n actual points o f a given set o f 
data points and their approximated location is the best-fitting line [[13]; [14]]. A  line 
having this property is said to fit the data in the least squares line.
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The least squares method:
Then using this method the drag force becomes: F= a + (3xv
Where:
V : Velocity (m .s1)
F: Force (N )
Using Mathematica|211, a and [1 can be calculated as shown below. Note that the 
projected area is determined in chapter V II and appendix E.
, _ n l y F J ^ y t Z F )
/?E V2_(Z v)!
Eqn. IV -1 1
C l e a r [ p ,  a r e a ,  c d ,  c u r v e ,  v ,  f i n a l  v e l o c i t y ,  t a b l e ,  l i n e ]
p = 1 0 2 0 ;
a r e a  » 0 .  9 9 ( 2 1 ;  
c d  -  6 . 8 ;
c u r v e  = —  x  p  x  a r e a  x  c d  x  v 2 ;
2
f i n a l  v e l o c i t y = 0 . 9 5 ;
t a b l e  = T a b l e [ { v ,  c u r v e ) ,  { v .  I ,  f i m a l v e l o c i t y ,  8 . 0 1 } ] ;  
l i n e  =  F i t  [ t a b l e ,  { 1 ,  v > ,  v ]
P l o t [ { c u r v e ,  l i s e ) ,  ( v ,  0 ,  f i n a l  v e l o c i t y  ) ,  l x e s L a b e l  - >  {  v e l o c i t y  [ m / s ] ,  F o r c e  [ H ]  } ]  ;
-0 .0 1 3 0 8 4 6  + 1 .9 6 2 6 8  V
Foret [Ml
Then ar=-0.0130846N and 0=1.96268kg.s-1.
Note: A  density p o f 1030 kg.m ' 3 leads almost to the same result since a water density 
variation o f 10 kg.m"3 is negligible. It would represent a density change o f about 1%.
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In  order to determine if  this approximation is acceptable, i.e. assuming that the 
induced error remains within a range o f ±20%. In  table IV -2 , the exact values, 
approximate values and percent error are present.
Velocity m.s' 1 Actual Force Approxim ated force Percentage e rro r
0.04 0.063N 0.065N 3.17%
0.05 0.098N 0.085N 13 %
Table IV -2  Induced error
The simplification using the least squares method is acceptable since the induced error 
is within the range. Thus, equation I V -10 is solvable using a and p. The quantity o f 
water required to dive (rise) having a velocity o f 0.05ms'1 can therefore be calculated.
C -O u a n titv  o f water required
Knowing a and p, equation IV -9  is solvable. Therefore the quantity o f water required 
to sink or rise having a velocity o f 0.05ms'1 can be performed. Initia lly, the initial 
mass o f the profiler must be determined. This amount can be found when the profiler 
rises at a velocity o f at least 0.05m/s with the worst conditions (maximum water 
counter current vc=0.2m/s). Using the Laplace transform, equation IV -1 0  gives:
(mass + added mass)s2 Y  (s) =
^m assxgN /
I  s J V 2
T X PWaterXAxCdX
' a  ^
—  + ßsY(s) 
s
f volume profiler x pvrater x g ) + "Pwater x A x C d X V c2"
I  s r 1 2S J
Eqn .IV -1 2
Mathematica procedure:
Once the initial mass o f the profiler determined em pirically (p41), the amount o f water 
to pump (discharge) can be calculated (p42). The first step is to transform the 
differential equation into its Laplace transform (La p li: Lapl A  for the worst conditions 
(counter sea-water current) and La p lB  for the best ones). Once in the s-domain, La p li 
is transformed into Lap2i by including the initial conditions. This equation is solved 
and multiplied by s in order to get the velocity instead o f the displacement. VelocityA  
and VelocityB are the equations to solve (depending on the conditions). Finally, the 
amount o f water Am required can be calculated assuming a 0.05m.s’1-profiler velocity.
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Using Mathematica, the initial mass o f the profiler is calculated as follows:
Usloolty m th in ita l mss (must case) ;
«  CBloitaa'liVlaccXrasfDm
C l e a r ( a d t f e d n a s s , p n t e r ,  a r e a ,  v i n e ,  w ,  g ,  od, b a r y a n c j sio s s ,
] a l l  i t ,  M ,  a ,  P ,  It, l a p U ,  e ,  t ,  l a p 2» ,  1 ^ 3 1 ,  l ^ p 4 t ,  w l o d t j H ]  
a d d e d r a s s  = 50 ; 
jv . t e r  = l * 2t ;  
a r a a 3 0 .0 9 6 2 1 ;  
m l u n e  »  9 .  M l l x U *  ( - 2 )  ; 
v c  = 0 . 2 ; 
g =  S- 8 1 ; 
o d  = 8. 8;
buqyamjam = m l— i x /Cater; 
massbaUast = 1 0 0 . 8 ;
« =  - 0 .  0 1 3 0 8 4 6 ,
0 = 1 . 9 6 2 6 8 ; 
l a p U t c
l a p l a c e T r a i s t e m ;  ( a M a h a a s  + wnnnfwil 1 ¡ m t)  x k ‘ ’ { t  ]  —  - a a s s h a U a B t  x  q  + Iw tpyaincynB ss x g  -  
I f  Z x p i o t e i x  ( a r e a ) x o d x  ( a + J t x h ' I t ] )  - 1 /  2 x f n  t e r x ( a r e a ) x c d x i c ' 2 ,  t ,  s i ;  
l a p 2 1 =  l a p  1 1 /  . ( L  J .  e T r a n e f a i n [ h [ t | , t ,  ] ->  l a g i U ,  h [ 0 ]  - >  0 , h  [ I ]  ->  0 ) ;  
lap31k  = ]  { M /  . F iE r t[S o lT C [X a p 2 l l  =  t ,  lap h Jk ] ] ;  
l a p t t =  la p 3 H x  s ;
l e l o c l t i a  = l a r e c s e l ^ I a c e j l r a a s f o g i [ 1 ^ 4 1 ,  s ,  t ) ;
t * * lD 0;
w lo c itjfl
0. 06349S7
Note: • The velocity depends on the time but when t= l 00 seconds the terminal 
velocity is reached (It is, in fact, the case after several seconds).
• For every calculation, the z direction w ill be taken positive with the 
acceleration direction. ( If  the profiler is sinking, z positive from the sea surface 
to deep water, and if  the profiler is resurfacing, z positive from deep water to 
sea surface).
The calculated appropriate initial mass, 100.8kg is acceptable. Indeed, being in the 
worst conditions, the upward velocity is 0.0634957m.s'1. This means that the profiler 
is light enough to resurface in any circumstance when empty o f water. Moreover this 
amount is close to the “buoyancy mass” ( 101.4kg). This w ill save energy since it w ill 
avoid pumping useless water.
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However, a  and /? were assumed for a velocity o f 0.05 m.s'\ This means that the 
actual velocity is smaller than 0.0634957m.s‘1 but higher than 0.05 m.s"1.
To conclude, the initial mass o f the profiler w ill be 100.8kg.
From  the sea surface to 30m deep:
Having the initial mass o f the profiler, the determination o f the quantity o f water 
required to sink from 0 to 30 meters deep can be achieved. From this calculation, the 
amount o f water Am is determined for vc taken in both directions.
FBOHOTO 30  n ;
«  C a l c u l u s '  1 a l  a t T  i  i font'
C l e a r  [ a d d e d m a s e , p w a b e r ,  a r e a ,  T u L w n e , t r c ,  g ,  c d ,  b w ^ a w i j M o s , m  r d i a l l a s t ,  A m , a ,  fi , h ,  
1 ^ 1 1 ,  s ,  t ,  X ^ Z k ,  1 ^ 9 ,  l ^ a ,  v e l o c i t y * , l ^ p l )  l a p 2B, l ^ S ,  1 ^ 4 1 ,  v e l o c i t y * ]
addedmss * 51; 
p  w a t e r  = 1 0 2 « ;  
a r e a  = 0  0 9 6 2 1 ;  
r o l w n e «  9 . 9 4 1 9 x l 9 A ( - 2 ) ;ire = 0.2; 
g  = 9 .9 1 ;  cd = 0.®;
b u o y a n c jm a H s  *  u n i  i n f  - ■ p i 1 rtf r r ; 
n a s f t j a l l a s t  = 1 0 0 .8 + A n ; 
e =  - 0 .0 1 3 0 8 4 6 ;  
f i  a  1 .9 6 2 6 6 ;  laplfl =
L ^ l a c e f r i  s f c r a [ ( a d d e d i  > + n i a s d > a l l a s t ) x h '  ' [ t |  r e a a s d i J J a s t  x g -  b u tv y a n c j ra a s s x  g  -  
l / 2 x jn  t e x  ( a r e a )  x c d x  ( «  + f i  x k ' ( t ]  ) -  1 /  2 x p w a t e r x ( a r e a )  x c d x  v c " 2 , t ,  s ] ;
lap Z A  = . ( L ^ ) l a c e T r a i s f a n n { h [ t ] ,  t ,  s ]  - > l a p H ,  k [ l ]  - > 9 ,  K ' [ 0 ]  ->  • ) ;
ld p 3 f l  = l ^ a h h /  . F i r s t [ S o l i e | l a p a «  9 ,  I 9 M ]  1;
lap4H = I f  s;
v e l o c x t j f l  = I n i r e r s e L a ^ l a c e T r a i G f i l m [ l ^ t t  9 ,  t ] ;
lap IB =
L ^ l a c e l t a g f a a i [  ( a d t o h a s s  + n a a f c a l l a n t )  x h *  ' [ t ]  = = n a f ) d } a l l a s t  x g -  b i j a n c j a a e s x g -  
1  /  2 x  p w a t c r x ( a r e a )  x  c d  x  ( o  +  jl  x k ( t j ) +  1 # 2 x p v s t e r  x  ( a r e a )  x  c d x  w * 2 , t ,  s ] ; 
l^ p 2 B  = l « t t /  . { L ^ p l a c e T r a t s f c c m [ k [ t ] ,  t ,  s i  - >  1 « U ,  h [ 0 ]  - > « ,  fe [ 9 ]  - >  0 > ; 
I 9 3 B C I 9 M / .  F i r  [ S o l - r e [ 1 ^ 2 S  == 9 ,  l ^ h B ] ] ;  
l ^ p 4 B  = 1 ^ 3 t x s ;
v e l o c i t y »  = I m ii t M b p l J i j r f i M B f o m i l ^ O , s ,  t ] ;  
t  = 1 9 9 ;
E i n 9 t o o t [ i e l o c i t ) A -  9 .  I S ,  { * « ,  9 } ]
E i n d B o o t [ v e l o c i t y * -  0 . 0 5 ,  {A n , 0 ) ]
{A a-+ 1 .1 0 6 7 3 }
{&»-» 0.78662}
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I f  vc is going upward, then a quantity o f 1.1kg is required to get a 0.05 m s ' 1 velocity. 
However, if  vc is tale wind, less water is required. This amount would be 0.786kg.
From  30 to 200m deep:
Another calculation must be achieved for the range 30 to 200m deep. Indeed the water 
current vc decreases from 0.2m.s’ 1 to 0.1m.s’'. Refer to table I V -1 for more 
information about vc.
FROM 30 TO 2 0 0  m ;
«  C a lc  u l u s  ' l a g l a c e l k a s f a n '
Clear[addctfcmca, pmter, area, n lm e , vc, g, od, l<upyaiity «rrr', men i l  t, Mi, « , fS, k,
1 ) U ,  s ,  t ,  X a f f t A ,  1 e ^ 3 » ,  l a p » ,  e l o d t y K ,  l a p U ,  l a p 2 * f l a p 3 l ,  l a p « ,  v e l o c i t y * ]  
a d d M ta a e s s  50 ; 
fnster = 1020; 
a r e a  = 0 .0 9 ( 2 1 ;  
v o lu raa  = 9 .  M il x l i l A( - 2 )  ; 
v c  = 0. 1 ; 
g =  9 .0 1 ;  
o d s D . I ;
b u q y a n c y m a s s  = n lm e xp n te r; 
i i s  . 1 1  i t  =  100. 8 + A ;  
a= -0. 0130*4«;
0 = 1  9 6 2 6 8 ; 
la p ll*
L i y t a o J r a n s f o m l  ( a d tte A n a s s  + m w d w U i i s t ) x h ' ' I t l  == n  b a l l a s t  x g - b n g r a K S f m s s x  g -  
1  /  2 x  J » t e r  x  ( a r e a )  x c d x  <« + 0  x h . ' [ t  J ) -  i f  2  x p r  t e r  x  ( a r e a )  x c d x n c 2 ,  t ,  s ] ;  
U p 2 1 = l  ) U / .  { L a p L v d e  s f a c n l h l t ] ,  t ,  s ]  ->  l a g U ,  h ill ->  I ,  K ' ( ( ]  ->  0} ; 
la p 3 A  = l a p h A / -  K . r s t [ S o l v e [ 1 ^ 2 *  == 0 , L f U ] ] ;  
la p 4 A  = I a p 3 k x s ;
v e l o c i t y :  I w e n d i ^ U c r f t a w f M M i I l a p M ,  s ,  t ] ; 
lq ill<
Laptacrfratsfaml(addednaes + wartwUast) xk1 1 [ t j  == m adaUast xg-bwtraaqpnssxg- 
lf2 x/m terx(a rea )xcdx(a+ /lxk '(t]) + l j  2x te ix(a rea )xcd xicA2, t ,  s ] ; 
lap2B = lagslB/. { la g la c d n u fiin lk | t], t ,  s ]  - >  lapfcB, M S ]  ->  0 ,  A '18] ->  8 } ; 
lap3B = L f U  I .  First[Solve[lap2* == 0 ,  lapKB]] ; 
lap4B = 1. >38 xs ;
velodtyB = Inner i;p la c  r r »  f(im|Lap4B, s , t l ; 
t  = ID*;
F rm U to o t [ n e l o c i t y A -  8. OS, { 4 a ,  0} ]
E in d B o o t  I v e l o c i t y ]  • 0 . 0 5 , { n ,  0} ]
{A m -tO . 98669}
{Att -*• 0 . 906662}
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In this second case, since vc is smaller with depth, the force to overcome is therefore 
smaller. Less water is then required if  the same velocity is desired. In the worst case 
0.98kg o f water has to be pumped from the initial mass (100.8kg). This means that 
water must be released from the previous state (1.1-0.98= 0.12kg) if  the 0.05m.s'1 
velocity is desired.
From  200 to 30m deep:
Similarly, when resurfacing is required, the required amount o f water is:
FB0M 200  TO 3 0 m ;
<< C a l c u l u s  L j p I i u  T r a i i s f a n t
C l e a r [ Idee j n t a t e r ,  a r e a ,  m i m e ,  v c ,  9, c d ,  b u o j a i c j B a B S ,  n a s s b a l l a s t , i n ,  a ,  h ,
1 « » ,  a ,  t ,  I « » ,  1 ^ » ,  l a p « ,  v e l o c i t y * ,  l a p  IB , l ^ Z B ,  1 ^ 9 ,  1 « 4 I ,  v e l o c i t i *  1 
a d d e d n a s s = 5 9 ;  
j m a t e r  «  1020; 
a n a  a  0 .8 96 2 1  ; 
v o lw n e  = 9 . 9 4 1 9  x H A ( - 2 )  ;
VC a 0.1; 
g  = > .1 1 ; 
c d  = ( . 1 ;
b w y a n c jy m a s s  = v o lu m e  x  j n a o te r  ; 
i M s A a l l a s t  = 100 ft + Asv 
R =  - 0 . 0 1 3 0 8 « ;
0= 1.9C2C8;
L q p l a o e l r a o s t o m [ ( a tB e t e a g  +■ m a s d b a l l a s t  )  x h 1 • [ t j  =* -  m a s ^ a O L la s t  x g  + b 'W D janpyssaes x g  -  
1 /  2 x p w a t e r x  ( a r e a )  x o d x  ( a  x k 1 | t ] )  1 /  2 x jn v a t e r  x  ( a r e a )  x c d x w ' 2 , t ,  s ] ;
l a p 231 l^ > U k  t  { L ^ p l a c E T r a t s f a m ( h [ t  ] ,  t ,  s ] - > l ^ H ,  k [ ( ]  - >  0 , I t 1 [ 0 ]  - > • ) ;  
lq p 3 R  = l ^ M  /  . F i r s t I S a L i e f L ^ S t  == 0 ,  l a p M ] ] ;  
l ^ t t s  l ^ S I x s ;
v e l o c i t j *  = X ia w w e l ^ f l a c e t t — fc— | l y t t ,  s ,  t ] ;  
l 9 0 >
L a p l a c B T r a n s f o n n [  ( a d d e d » b s b  + n a e f f e a l l a s t  )  x * * [ t ]  = = - » aS£t o a l l a a t x  g  + b u y a n c } ! * !  s  x g  -  
1 /  2 x /» w a te r  x  ( a n a ) x c d x  ( a  + }  xk*  [ t ] )  + 1 /  2 x /» w a te r x  ( a r e a )  x c d x v c *2 t ,  s ] ;  
l a p 2B s  l ^ U t  t .  { L ^ l a c e t t r M s t o a i | k [ t | , t ,  a ]  - v l ^ M ,  k | l ]  - >  0, k  | l ]  - > • } ;  
l a p 3 B  = I 4 U  /  F i r s t | S o l v e | l 3p 2B = = 0 ,  l f t t ) ] ;  
ljp41 = lqp 38 X9 ;
v d o c i t j r l  = I m e r a e L a p l  a n t t r a n s f n n » | 1 ^ 4 l , s , t  ] ; 
t=  1 0 0 ;
I i a A o o t [ n l o c l t ^ l - I . I S ,  {Am, 0 } ]
E i i u K o o t [ - v e l o c i t i *  - 1 . 0 5 ,  {Ara, I } ]
0.22603)
{ & * - *  0 .306058}
I
1
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An actual mass o f either 101.026kg (100.8+0.226) or 101.1kg (100.8+0.306) is 
required depending on the direction o f vc.
From  30m deep to the sea surface:
In this final case, vc is as in the first state assumed as 0.2m.s'1.
EHDU 3 0  TOO m;
« C a l c v l n s '  l a p l a o e t c o s f b m '
U  , p u o t e r ,  « t e a ,  ;, v c ,  g ,  c d ,  b m j n c ] i i a  i ,  n a s d i a U a a t ,  J m , « ,  f ,  h ,
l a p l * ,  s ,  t ,  1  *2» ,  1 « » ,  l v f l ,  v e l o c i t y * , 1 ^ 1 1 , l ^ a ,  1 9 3 8 , 1 « « ,  v e l o c i t y * ] 
a d d a t e s s  » 5 0 ;
)nwt e r  = 1020;
a r e a  -  8 0 96 2 1 ;
t d I t o  = 9 . » 4 1 0  x  l t A ( - 2  ) ;
v c  = 0. 2 ;
g =  5 - 1 1 ;
c d =  0- 0;
b u D ^ a n c jin a e s  = v o l w i e  x j m i . a ; ;
m as  s t> a l l a s t  = 100. 0+ A ;
« =  - 0 .0 1 3 0 0 4 6 ;
# = 1 .9 6 2 6 0 ;
i « n >
L ^ l a c e T r a a s f o m t f a d d e d i « ^  t n a B a b a l l a & t )  x h ' ' [ t  ] *=  - m s d ) a U a s t x g t b « )  D ^n  >s x g -
1 /  2 x p w a t e r  x ( a r e a )  x c d x  (c +0 x h  [ t ] )  -  1 /  2 x ^ iw t e r x  (ana) x c d x  v c " 2 , t ,  s ]; 
l « a = l 9 ] l f .  {L V 1 r e T r a  > f o m [ H [ t l , I ,  s ] - > l V M ,  * [ 0 1  - > 0 ,  * ' [ 0 ]  - > 0 ) ;  
i a p j R  l a p h A /  E i r e r t [ S o l v e [ l a p 2 1  == 0, 
l a I 9 ! x s ;
v e l o c i t y * »  I m r e r s e L a p l a c e l l r M i f o m [ l y 4 1 ,  s ,  t [ ;
i « a >
L9 l a c e T c a n s f i i i n [ ( a d  d n  > + i m n b a l l a s t )  x k ' ' [ t ]  == - n a s s b a l l a s t  x g  + b iD y a n c y m  ts  x g  -  
1 /  2 x p w a fc e r  x ( a z e a )  x c d x  ( a  + f  x K ' [ t J )  + 1 /  2 xp w a ie rx  ( a r e a )  x c d x  v c A2 ,  t ,  s ] ;  
lq p 2 B  b 1^11 / . {L 9 l a o e T r a K l b m [ h ( t ] ,  t ,  s ] - > l a p M ,  k [t) -> 0, *'[01 ->•}?
1 ^ 9  -  l i v t t  f  . F i r s t  [ S o l v e f L « 2 B  == 0 ,  1 « U ] ] ;
1 ^ 9 x 8 ;
« i o c i t j B  = I » w r a e I i a p L a o e l r i * 8 f o B i [ l a p 4 B , s ,  t ]  ; 
t  = 100;
F in d & o o t[ v e l o c i t y * -  0 . 0 5 ,  { i n ,  0 } ]
E in d f to o t [  v e l o c i t y * - 0 . 0 5 ,  { a t ,  0}1
{Am-» 0 .1 0 5 9 8 8 }
(Am-» 0 .4 2 6 1 } ________________________________________________________________________________________ ___
Finally, an actual mass o f either 100.905kg or 101.226kg is required depending on the 
direction o f vc.
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Again vc having a bigger influence than from 200 to 30m deep, more water must be 
released in order to make the profiler lighter.
Table IV -3  summarises in the worst case the quantities o f water required:
Depth range Actual mass Relative change
From  0 to 30m 100.8+1.10673«101.9kg + l.lk g
From  30 to 200m 100.8+0.90666.2«101.7kg - 0 .2 kg
From  200 to 30 m 100.8+0.22603« 101kg -0.7kg
From  30 to 0m 100.8+0.105988«! 00.9kg - 0 . 1 kg
The maximum amount o f required water is 1.1 kg. Hence a “pumping capacity”  o f at 
least 1 .1kg is necessary.
However, because the water density (p) changes with depth, location, temperature and 
salinity contents, the buoyancy also varies. Assuming that the density varies from 
1020 tol030kg.m'3, the buoyancy w ill vary from:
Buoyancy “mass” = volume o f displaced waterxp Eqn. I V -13
With: volume =9.9418x1 O' 2 m3
(9.9418 xl0 ‘2)xl0 20  <Buoyancy mass <(9.9418 xl0 '2)x  1030 
101.4kg<Buoyancy mass< 102.4kg
Therefore, the variation o f buoyancy is 1kg.
Then the capacity must be:
From dynamics: 101.9-100.8 = l.lk g
From buoyancy: = lkg
=2 . lkg
Minimal capacity o f water to pump =2. lkg.
Because o f all the assumptions made, a safety coefficient is added. Hence the water 
capacity w ill be assumed to be at least 3kg.
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D-Acceleration and deceleration
It is essential to know the quantity o f water required in each o f the four cases. This 
w ill allow the determination o f the capacity o f the piston.
However, it is also very important to calculate both the acceleration and the 
deceleration in order to determine the time required to reach 0.05m. s' 1 and 0 m.s’ 1 
respectively.
Using the same process as for the determination o f water required, both velocities are 
calculated as a function o f time in order to find the acceleration and deceleration. In  
this calculation, the acceleration w ill also be dependent on the water current vc.
Assumptions:
• For the acceleration, the initial conditions are:
Displacement h[0]=0m 
Velocity h’ [0]=0m.s"1
• For the deceleration, the initial conditions are:
Displacement h[0]=0m 
Velocity h’ [0]=0.05m.s''
• The ranges for the graph shown on page 48 are:
Time from 0 to 15 seconds 
Water current:
Acceleration: from -0 .2  to 0.2m.s_1 (minus sign for opposite direction) 
Deceleration: from -0.1 to O.lm.s' 1
• Actual mass o f the profiler:
When accelerating: mass = 100.8+1.10673kg (Refer to page 42)
When decelerating: mass = 100.8+0.22603kg (Refer to page 44)
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3DPL0T OF TH E  V E L O C IT Y  AS A  F U N C T IO N  OF T IM E  A N D  W A TER  
C U R R EN T (A C C E L E R A TIO N  M O TIO N )
C a lc u l u s  I q i l a r t J r a i i s f o m '
[ j d d e d n  s  a r c a ,  g ,  a ,  f i , o d ,  p a s t a ,  m i n e ,  
b u a y a n c y m a ss  n B s d ia U a a t ,  k ,  t ,  l a p ,  l a p l ,  l a p h ,  1 ^ 2 ,  l a p 3 ,  w l o c i t j ,  n o ]
= 50 ; 
l e a n  0 09S21;
9 »  9 . 0 1 ;
a =  - 0 .0 1 3 0 0 4 6 ;
f i *  X .  M 2( t ;
o d  = 0 . 0 ;
p im te c  o  1020;
v o l im e  n  9 . 9 4 1 8  x 10 J ;
buoyanc-ym ass = n l a n e x ^ v a t a ;
— wh>nairt «  100.0 * 1.10673;
l a p  -  L a p la c r t» ;M B f a r m [  (n rtilM tn i i  t u n t s b a H a a t )  x h '  ‘ [ t ]  ■== + » a s « i i a ] U s t x g  -  I m iy a i iq m n n n  x g  -
-  x f x  t e r  x  ( a r e a )  x o d x  ( « + #  x k '  [ t ] )  -  -  x ^ n i t e r x ( a c e a )  x c d x  (u c x JS > s[n c ;])  ,  t ,  s i ;
2  2
l a p l  = l a p / .  { I  ^ a n d r a i  f t m [ k [ t ] ,  t ,  s ]  - > l ^ k ,  M 0 ]  - > 0 ,  V [ 0 ]  - > 0 ) ;
l a p 2  = ! U p h / .  F i r s t  [S o  1 -se t l a p l  =  8, l a p k ]  ] ;
■=lap2 x » ;
°  I n n e r a r T .a ip ln r w T r in f m - i» [ la p 3 ,  s ,  t ]  ;
,  ( t ,  0 , 15 5, {-no, - 0 . 2 ,  0 .  2 ) ,  E L a W a ù f c s - + 4 0 ,
Ji-»  F a i  > Jb tesLstoel- *  < “t w e " ,  " i n t e r  c u r r e n t " ,  " b a l l a s t  - v e l o c i t y 1"> ] ;
-r«l «City
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3DPL0T OF TH E  D E C E LE R A T IO N  AS A  F U N C T IO N  O F T IM E  A N D  W A TER  
C U R R EN T (D E C E LE R A TIO N  M O TIO N )
l a p 2 ,  l a p 3 ,  w l o c i t y ,  t c ]
p r a t e r  »  1A20; 
v o lw n e  = 9 .  9 4 1 8  x l f l 2 ; 
b u p y a n c y n a s s  = m l  e x  ^ n t e r ;  
m i f f *  a l l  a n t  *  « # . * +  0 . 2 2 6 0 3 ;
lap = l j y 1anV>< j M «nw i>[(a« lil» .* n iM .4. » i « * » n a i * . )  x k 1 1 [ t ]  =  +jn j a l l a e t x g  b u o y a n c y  < g -
-I— x proa tea: x (area) x od x (d+^xh1 [t] )  xjm tcr x (acei) xedx (nc xjbs[nc]) , t , s j;
2 2
l a p l -  l a p  / .  { I a p l a c t f r ^ n f t i n n [ l i [ t ]  , 4 , 8 ] - » -  l a p h ,  h [ l ]  ->  0 ,  H ‘ [ 0 ]  - >  0 .  0 5 ) ;  
l a p 2  = l a p h / .  F i r s t [ S o l v e [ l a p l =  0 ,  1 4 k ] ] ;  
l a p 3  = l a p 2  x s ;
v e l o c i t y  = I m e r w ;T i^ 1 a r e t r a B a f o n i i { l ^ i 3 ,  a , t ]  ;
, < t ,  • ,  I f )  , (KC, - 0 . 1 ,  0 . 1 > ,  H o tP c r i j i t s - >  4 » ,  
l w  l L  Jb ceeL ab e l-»  ; “t i m e " , ’n t H  c u r r e n t  , " b a l l a s t  w l o c i t y " } ] ;
initie
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In  both cases, after less than ten seconds the final conditions are reached. This means 
that the profiler w ill rapidly attain 0.05m.s'‘ or Om.s"1 once the water has been pumped 
or released respectively.
4 -C O N C L U S IO N
Due to the difficulty in solving the complete dynamics equation, the drag force had to 
be linearised. W ith this simplification, the quantity o f water to be pumped or 
discharged can be calculated. A  quantity o f 1.1kg o f water is necessary for the profiler 
to sink or resurface in the worst conditions.
The volume o f the profiler is another important parameter. Indeed a large volume 
would displace a large amount o f water. Hence a large quantity o f water would have to 
be pumped due to this density variation. In our case, a capacity o f one kilogram is 
required. Finally an error is generated because o f the simplifications made. Therefore 
for safety reasons, the storage capacity w ill be 3kg o f water instead o f the 2.1kg 
calculated.
It must be noticed that a 0.2m.s'' vertical sea water velocity (in  the worst conditions) 
would not lead to the same profiler velocity. Indeed, the drag force acting on the 
profiler would slow down the profiler. Hence a 0.05m.s_1 profiler velocity can be 
reached even if  strong counter currents occur. More water would just have to be 
pumped (the difference between 1.1kg and 0.78kg o f page 42 from 0 to 30m deep).
To get a larger velocity o f the profiler, the projected area o f the external shape must be 
reduced as much as possible. Indeed a smaller projected area w ill reduce the drag 
force. Consequently a reduced amount o f water would be needed. The shape must also 
be hydrodynamic to reduce the drag coefficient and hence the drag force magnitude. 
Therefore the energy required w ill be reduced. This is why the existing ballast systems 
are very long, have a small projected area and a hemispheric end.
As an example a sphere for the external shape would not be suitable. Indeed the water 
density variation on the volume would have a greater influence (many litres to pump) 
on such a shape. Moreover a sphere also has a large projected area. Both these 
disadvantages would lead to a huge amount o f energy required.
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CHAPTER V: 
PUMP DESIGN
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1 -IN T R O D U C T IO N
The aim o f this chapter is to design a pump having a capacity o f 3kg o f water. Because 
the energy required to release water at 2 0 0 m deep is huge due to the high pressure, it 
becomes necessary to find a way to save energy. Indeed it seems impossible to create 
energy; solar energy would require huge panels, a turbine would increase significantly 
the profiler volume, the complexity o f the profiler and would also alter the 
hydrodynamic shape.
Several possibilities to save energy w ill be described and the most appropriate w ill be 
chosen. The main idea is to design a differential piston creating a counter-force. This 
counter-force reduces the force required by the motor, hence leads to a reduction in the 
energy. This w ill be achieved by assuming an acceptable torque created by the motor. 
Indeed the torque w ill directly lead to the motor selection achieved in chapter V I. 
Finally the transformation o f the angular velocity o f the motor into the piston 
translation w ill be discussed. Again, in order to save energy, the friction involved must 
be very low.
Figure V - l  represents the conceptual design o f the pump. When water must be pumped 
or discharged, the motor rotates clockwise or anti-clockwise (respectively). This 
enables the piston to translate after the transformation o f the angular velocity into 
piston translation.
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2 -L E A D IN G  P A R A M E TE R S
Two different parameters must be reduced as much as possible. The first one is the 
work required from the motor while the second parameter is the torque that the motor 
must overcome [[22][23]].
W ork = F x l  = (p x g x h) x (71 x r 2 )x  1 
rip x Tlt 2 x7 ix'np xT it
Torque = F™* xlead = (p x g x 200)x(ttx r 2)xlead Eqn y _j
2 x 7rxr|p x r it 2 x 7ix r| p x r )t
Where:
F: Force acting on the piston due to the external pressure (N )
1: Pumping (discharging) length (m) 
rjp. Piston efficiency
r/x: Efficiency o f the transformation o f motion device
p: Density o f water (kg.m' )
g: Acceleration due to gravity (m.s" )
h: Depth (m)
r: Piston radius (m)
lead: lead screw o f the transformation o f motion device (m)
The possibilities to reduce the work required from the motor are twofold. The first one 
is to reduce r or 1. However, knowing that the piston volume must be 2.93x1 O' 3 m3 to 
have a 3kg capacity (assuming a seawater density o f 1025kg.m'3), a reduction o f r or 1 
would involve an increase o f 1 or r respectively in order to keep the same volume. Then 
the second and only possible way is to reduce as much as possible F is by introducing a 
counter-force.
Concerning the torque, the only way to reduce it is to decrease the lead screw or the 
piston radius. In  order to find an appropriate motor, the highest torque must not exceed 
4N.m. Indeed a torque o f 4N.m is at the top end o f torque output for a D C  motors.
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3 -D IF F E R E N T IA L  P IS TO N
This idea is to create a counter-force F2 that would reduce the force required from the 
motor (figure V -2 ).
------►
Counter-force F2 P
--------► I
S
F I due to external pressure
T < ------------------------------------
------------------------------► 0
N
F required from the motor
Figure V -2  Differential piston
The four main possibilities to create the counter-force are:
1- The use o f foam
2- The use o f a gas
3- The use o f Belleville washers
4- The use o f a spring
A-Foam  and gas [241
Although foam and gas can withstand high pressure, they are not suitable because o f 
their highly non-linear behaviour under pressure. Indeed it would be very difficult to 
control the piston displacement. The force due to the external pressure is linear (F=  
piston areax p xg xh ), where the only variable is the depth h. Then it is more suitable 
for the counter-force to be linear.
Figure V -3  represents first the force due to the external pressure behaviour (black line). 
It can be seen that this behaviour is linear (function o f depth). The yellow curve 
represents the gas or foam behaviour. This behaviour is highly non-linear.
In  order to control the motor easily, it is more appropriate for the counter-force (pink 
line) to be linear.
Therefore, the gas or foam solution is not appropriate.
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Force behaviour
•Force due to pressure 
Desired counter-force 
Gas-foam force
Figure V -3
B -Bellevillc washers
T his solution appears to be more reliable even i f  especial care has to be taken. Indeed, 
although they do not have a linear behaviour, it w ill be seen that depending on the 
inside height/thickness ratio (h/t), their behaviour tends to be linear[25].
t: Thickness 
h: Inside height 
d: Internal diameter 
D : External diameter 
1: Height
Figure V-4 Belleville washer
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They are used to provide very high loads w ith small deflections. Three kinds o f 
combinations can be realised either in parallel, series or combination o f the two. Used 
in series, the deflection becomes the number o f washers multiplied by the deflection o f 
one washer, and the load o f the stack is equal to that o f one washer. The load o f a 
parallel stack is equal to the load o f one washer multiplied by the number o f washers, 
and the deflection o f the stack is that o f one washer.
In  a combination o f both series and parallel, both the deflection and the load are 
increased. To get a quasi-linear behaviour, the ratio h/t has to be nearly 0.4. For a ratio 
equal or above 1 , the non-linearity becomes obvious and annoying for the system 
(figure V -5 ).
■ 1.06 
■ 0.34
Figure V -5  Behaviour o f a 
Belleville washer
Design w ith  Belleville washers (figure V -6 ) :
Figure V-6
50000 
45000 
40000 
35000 
z  30000 
g 25000 
o 20000 
15000 
10000 
5000 
0
0
W asher ratios
0.25 0.5 0.75 1
Deflection (%)
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Because Belleville washers are only suitable for very small displacements [25], this 
solution can not be favoured. Indeed because a capacity o f three kilograms o f water is 
required, the piston volume must be 2.93x1 O' 3 m3. Therefore to get this volume, a long 
piston is required in order to avoid a large piston diameter (avoiding a large torque). 
Indeed the larger the piston diameter is, the larger the torque is, leading to the 
impossibility to find an appropriate D C  motor.
C -H e a w -d u t v  sp ring
A  spring configuration is more appropriate than Belleville washers are since these 
springs have a linear behaviour and larger displacements. However their stiffness is 
smaller than that o f Belleville washers. As an example, a stiff spring has a stiffness o f 
about 5ON.mm"1 for a 100mm deflection and a free length o f about 300mm.
Design w ith heavy duty spring (figure V -7 ):
_________________________________________________________________ P um p desien
________________________________        Figure V -7
However this solution is not appropriate because such springs are too cumbersome. As 
3  matter o f fact its external diameter is too large to provide a small piston diameter. 
Moreover, the ratio free length/ deflection is too large.
In summary, even if  using a spring is the most appropriate solution, it can not be 
adopted since the high duty spring is too cumbersome and its deflection is not large 
enough.
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D-Conclusion
A  differential pump using a counter-force (springs, washers, etc.) w ill tend to reduce 
the power required but w ill unfortunately not reduce the torque. The only way to 
reduce the torque is to reduce the piston area (i.e. the piston diameter). But reducing 
the diameter leads to the impossibility to install these springs.
Finally the only potential solution is to design a very long piston with a small diameter. 
After several attempts to get a good compromise between the length o f the piston and 
its radius, the following dimensions are selected: 
r =0.028m 
lpiston -0.4m
Hence 3 pistons w ill be required:
Capacity =3x(7rx0.0282x0.4)xl020*=3.01kg
* Density taken in the worst case
These values w ill be confirmed in chapter V I  where several attempts to minimise the 
energy requirement are performed.
Note: I f  springs had to be used, four o f them (in  series) would be necessary, involving 
an inappropriate total free length o f 1.2m (4x0.3m)
4 -B A L L  S C R E W
A-Transform ation of rotary motion into piston translation
Two different ways can be considered to transform the angular velocity o f the motor 
into the piston translation. Some other ways w ill not be discussed here because they 
are not suitable. For example, a spur gear and rack would be too cumbersome, too 
heavy and not accurate enough. The efficiency is the main parameter selection. Both 
solutions w ill be further described. The first one is a lead screw while the second one is 
a ball screw as shown in table V - l .
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LEAD SCREW BALL SCREW
Advantages Disadvantages Advantages Disadvantages
Accuracy
Very accurate.
Up to 
0 .0 0 0 1 mm per 
mm
Very accurate.
Moreover, 
when mounted 
preloaded the 
backlash is 
eliminated
Life
They can 
travel several 
hundreds 
m illion o f  
centimetres
When well 
mounted, they 
have a very 
long life
Maintenance
They are self- 
lubricated and 
the nuts are 
wear 
compensated.
Hence no 
maintenance
They can be 
self-lubricated 
via felt wipers.
Hence no 
maintenance
Cost
Less 
expensive 
than 
comparable 
ball screws
They are more 
expensive than 
lead screws
Efficiency About 50% Higher than 
90%.
70% if  mounted 
pre loaded
Table V - l  Comparison between lead screw and ball screw
The ball screws are chosen for their higher efficiency. When mounted preloaded, the 
ball screws are more accurate since the backlash is eliminated. However their 
efficiency is “only” 70%. But it must be kept in mind that a drop o f 20% o f the 
efficiency is harmful since more batteries or bigger ones w ill be required. Hence three 
ball screws (not preloaded and having an efficiency o f 90%) are required.
B-Selection of the ball screw
The specifications o f  the ball screw  w ill be achieved using STEINMEYER catalogue data [21]
STEPH EN  W OLFRAM , The M athem atica Book, 3rd edition, M athernatica Version 3, Cam bridge 
U niversity Press 
FIN  CH A PT 04
[22][25]. Then its lifetime w ill be calculated. The 1416/4.20.013 type w ill be discussed 
due to its appropriate characteristics shown in table V -2 :
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Ball screw 
diameter (mm)
Lead screw 
(mm)
Dynam ic axial load 
capacity Ca (N )
2 0 4 14400
Table V -2  Ball screw characteristics
During one cycle, 1.1kg o f water w ill be pumped at the sea surface (lm  deep). Then 
lkg  o f water w ill also be pumped at 1 0 0 m deep due to density variations (value taken 
as an average). Then 1.1kg o f water w ill be released at 200m deep when resurfacing is 
required. Finally lkg o f water w ill be released at 100m deep. Table V -3  shows the 
characteristics for 1 cycle.
Step Tim e in  
seconds
qi
Tim e of each 
duty in %
n¡
(rev/min)
Depth
(m)
Force (N ) 
Fi
No. 1 56 16.3 117 1 25N
N o. 2 72 2 1 83 1 0 0 2489N
No. 3 142 41.4 47 2 0 0 4978N
N o. 4 73 21.3 82 1 0 0 2489N
(i=  cycle number)
Table V -3  Duty cycle
For more information about the velocity and the time per duty (refer to appendix B ). 
These values are found by simulating the motor.
The dynamic equivalent axial load Fm can be calculated using equation V -2 . Fm w ill be 
compared to the dynamic axial load capacity Ca. To  be suitable, Fm must be smaller 
than Ca [[22] [23]]:
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K = l
q l x n l x  F I 3 + q2 x n2 x F2 3 + ... + q4 x  n4 x  F4 
q l x  n l + q2 x n2 + ... + q4 x  n4
Eqn. V  -  2
F„ =3
1 6 .3 xll7 x2 5 3 +21x83x24893 + ... + 2 1 .3 x8 2 x24893 
16.3x117+ 21x83+ ... + 21.3x82
Fm = 3420.5N
Because Fra<Ca (3420.5N<14400N), the ball screw is suitable.
And the average speed nra is:
q l x n l + q2 x n2 + q3 x n3 + q4 x n4 
q l + q2 + q3 + q4
Eqn. V  -  3
_ 16.3x117 + 21x83 + 41.4x47 + 21.3x82 
Um ~  16.3 + 21 + 41.4 + 21.3
n m = 73.5rpm.
The ball screw is now specified. However, because the ball screw is long, thin and has 
one free end, both the critical load (Fmax) and the critical speed (nmax) must be 
determined. For the ball screw to be reliable, both Fm and nm must be smaller than Fmax 
and nmax respectively:
C ritica l load:
Fmi* = 0 .5 xP B Eqn. V  -  4
X .xd w 4 x 1 0 4
Fmax =0.5x
Fm„  =0.5x
l 2
1.4 x 204 x 104
400
Fmax = 7000N
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Where : À=1.4 (coefficient for a fixed-free screw) 
djy: nominal screw diameter (mm)
1: length o f unsupported screw (mm)
C ritica l speed:
a x d N x lO 7 
n k =  —  x 0 . 8 Eqn. V  -  5
Where: a = 3 .9  (coefficient for a fixed-free screw)
3.9x 2 0 xl0 7 
4002
n. = 3900 rev.min ' 1
nk = ' x 0 . 8
Finally the maximal force not to exceed is 7000N (F max) and the speed not to exceed is 
3900rev.min'1. Because Fm and nm are below these values, the ball screw is well 
chosen.
Then its nominal service life can be calculated.
Nom inal service life :
L 10 =
Fmax
Fm
x lO 6 E q n .V - 6
L'io —
f  7000
x lO 6
3420.5,
L io -8 .5 xl0 6 revolutions
Knowing that a cycle is completed in 2x629 revolutions (pumping and releasing) and 
per ball screw:
Number o f cycles = _  5 7 5 5
2x629
Pum p desisti
C-Conclusion
From the calculations, the ball screws are suitable and no problem o f reliability w ill be 
encountered. Moreover this design w ill work for about 6756 cycles.
5 -C O N C L U S IO N
A  differential piston has been discussed in order to reduce the power required. 
However in the present case, it is cumbersome and would involve a large piston 
diameter. This unfortunately leads to the impossibility to find an appropriate motor 
since the torque to overcome at 200m deep would be too large. Hence the solution 
must be a very long and thin piston. Another advantage o f using a thin piston is that 
the projected area o f the profiler can be reduced. Thus, the drag force has less effect on 
the dynamics o f the profiler.
Concerning the ball screw, the most efficient one was selected, even if  some accuracy 
was lost since backlash is not eliminated. However, the maximum backlash for this 
ball screw is 0.03 millimetre, which is equivalent to 0.076g. This amount leads to an 
error o f 0.075% over a full pumping/releasing o f the piston. Obviously the backlash in 
this case is not essential.
Subsequently the selection o f the appropriate motor, the energy required and the 
selection o f the battery can be considered. The main criteria are the weight and the 
dimensions o f both the motor and the battery. Indeed they must not be too cumbersome 
to fit inside the profiler.
Finally, as explained in chapter V II, Teflon w ill be used for the coating o f both the 
piston and the cylinder because o f its very low coefficient o f friction (about 0.04) [26]. 
Thus the friction between the piston and the cylinder w ill be neglected (7]p~\ ). 
Moreover, metal seals coated with Teflon show improved sealing properties[27].
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CHAPTER VI:
MOTOR SELECTION
f
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1 -IN T R O D U C T IO N
The first aim o f this chapter is to determine the maximum torque that the motor must 
overcome. This maximum torque w ill occur at 200m deep where the pressure is the 
highest (about 20 bars). I f  the motor can create such a torque with margin for safety, 
the motor w ill be able to work at any depths between 0  and 2 0 0 m deep.
Using Simulink, the simulation o f the motor response can be accomplished for the 
operational depths ( 1 , 1 0 0  and 2 0 0 m deep) in order to determine both the amperage 
and the time required to pump (release) water. The product o f the amperage by the 
time is commonly called capacity. Finally once this capacity is calculated, the 
appropriate battery can be selected.
2 -T O R O U E
From Steinmeyer catalogue [22], the torque formula is:
2x 7TXTI,
2 x  71XT1
Eqn. V I -1
Where: F: Force
p: Water density (1030 kg.m'3) 
g: Acceleration o f gravity (9.81 m. s' ) 
h: Maximum depth (200m) 
r: Piston radius (0.028m)
1: Lead screw (0.004m) 
i}t: Ball screw efficiency (0.9)
Therefore for F=Fmax=4977.4N, the torque is equal to T=3.52 N.m.
The maximum torque that the motor has to overcome is 3.52N.m. For an operational 
margin, IN .m  is added to the torque. Thus the motor must be able to create a torque o f
M o to r se lection
3 -M O T O R  S E L E C T IO N
A-Stepper motor
First o f all, stepper motors seem interesting since they are easy to control. However 
their main drawback is that they can not handle high torques. Indeed a torque o f 
3.52N.m is very large for a stepper motor. An American company, A P I M O TIO N , 
creates such motors (ST-342). However they are very expensive, heavy (3.8kg), 
relatively cumbersome (□87.4mmXl 18.1mm) and above all the power required is too 
large (both high voltage and amperage required), about 200W. This is why this 
solution w ill not be studied any further.
B -H igh  torque motor
These motors are more suitable for our design. Indeed they are less cumbersome 
(01O3mmx45.4mm) and very light (1.8kg). They have a permanent magnet field and a 
wound armature which act together to convert electrical power to torque. Depending 
on the voltage and the desired motor speed, both the developed torque by the motor 
and the required amperage can be determined. These parameters are obtained as 
follows [[28]; [29]; [30]]:
j _ V s -  K „  x to
T  =
( R S +  R M )
K t x (V s - K b xco) 
(R s + R m)
^EMF —  K  B X CO Eqn.V I -  2
Where: I: Current (Amp)
Vs: Applied voltage (V )
Kb: Back EM F constant (V  per rad/s) 
or. Angular velocity (rad/s)
Rm : D C  resistance (ft)
Rs: Power source resistance (ft)
K t : Torque sensitivity (N.m/Amp) 
L m : Inductance (H )
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The motor QT-3403-A from K O LLM O R G E N  H IG H T E C H  Ltd w ill be studied. This 
motor can create a peak torque o f 5.3N.m at very low  velocities. The source voltage is 
24V and a peak current o f 5.71A (i.e. 137W). Depending on the depth, the appropriate 
angular velocity w ill be chosen. The motor characteristics are shown in table V I -1:
Lm K t Rm K b Inertia Friction  N.m Rs
H N.m/A n V  per rad/s N.m.s2 per rad/s ft
8.2x1 O' 3 0.9485 3.85 0.949 0.00133 0.2385 negligible
Table V I -1 Motor characteristics
The motor response is then simulated using Simulink. This is performed assuming no 
feedback (refer to chapter V III  p97 for more information about figure V I -1) and an 
input voltage o f 24 Volts. In this first block diagram, no “external torque” (external 
torque=0) is applied since this simulation takes place at the sea surface. This “external 
load” is also known as the torque disturbance. As shown in figure V I-2 , the motor 
velocity is 12.519 rad.s'1, the torque created by the motor is 2.986N.m and the 
amperage required is 3.1482A . The exact values are found from the “ampere.mat” and 
the “velocity.mat” files. These simulations last only 0.05 seconds since all the 
outcomes have reached their final state.
Figure V I-1 Block diagram o f the motor at the sea surface
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Figure V I-2  Response o f the motor at the sea surface
Figure V I-3  illustrates the block diagram o f the motor at a depth o f 200m (“external 
torque”=-3.52N.m) and figure V I-4  represents the response o f the motor. In  this case, 
the motor runs at a velocity o f 5.0661 rad.s'1, the amperage is 4.985A  and the torque 
created is 4.73N.m.
Figure VI-3 Block diagram o f the motor at 200m deep
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Figure V I-4  Motor response at 200m deep
From these results, it can be concluded that even at the sea surface, the motor creates a 
high torque, which requires high amperage. This is unfortunate because a large amount 
o f power w ill be required even if  the external force is small. In  fact it is because such a 
motor is more suitable where high torques have to be overcome.
In  order to reduce the power required when pumping water at the vicin ity o f the sea 
surface, a less powerful motor could be connected. Unfortunately it would become 
useless and unable to work deeper where the water must be discharged. Consequently 
the profiler could not resurface.
Therefore, even if  the chosen motor requires a lot o f power regardless o f the depth, it is 
suitable since it can activate the piston at 2 0 0 m deep.
Several other motors have been tested but all o f them require more power or could not 
create such a high torque.
It must be stated that these exact values are determined assuming no feedback. The use 
o f feedback reduces the input voltage by few m illivolts (this is proven in chapter V III) . 
Thus the motor velocity and the amperage are consequently reduced.
Therefore for the battery capacity calculation, the feedback must be taken into 
consideration even if  the control is studied in chapter V III.
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C-Sketch of the internal device
As shown in figure V I-5  (Refer to Appendix E ), the solution using three identical ball 
screws, pistons and motors has been chosen. The sensors ( (£90mm<$>515mm) w ill be 
placed in the middle o f the device (not shown in the figure). Three bearing supports are 
set to withstand the axial forces since these motors can not handle high axial forces 
(about 500N). Finally, three couplers w ill be set between the motor and the ball screw
Sensor location
3 QT3403-A Motors
Coupler
Bearing support
Ball screw
Figure VI-5 Internal system
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4 -B A T T E R Y  S E L E C T IO N
Because the profiler is disposable, a non-rechargeable and disposable battery is more 
suitable. This type o f battery has a lower internal resistance (previously neglected), a 
higher weight/energy density and more importantly a higher volume/energy density 
than a rechargeable battery. Table V I-2  summarises the differences between both kinds 
o f batteries [[31]; [32]; [33]]:
Non-rechargeable Rechargeable
Self discharge About 2% a year 15 to 25% a month
Internal resistance Rs Low High
W eight related energy 
density
High Low
Volum e related energy 
density
High Low
Environm ent protection less harmful than a 
secondary battery
Harmful
Table V I-2
Com putation of the capacity of the batteries (A .h ):
-Assumptions:
The battery must deliver 24 volts to the motor 
Quantities o f water assumed in the worst case
-Capacity calculation:
Four different steps must be analysed per cycle:
1-Pumping 1.1kg o f water at the sea surface
2-Pumping 1kg o f water at 100m deep (average o f the density 
variation)
3-Releasing 1.1kg o f water at 200m deep
4-Releasing 1 kg o f water at 100m deep
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1-When a quantity o f 1.1 kg o f water has to be pumped, 3.0559A are required for 
55.9seconds. These values are shown in figure V I - 6  where the simulation stops 
automatically when 1 . 1kg o f water has been pumped.
Note that including the error due to the feedback from the tachometer, the input 
voltage is not 24V but 23.3684V.
Therefore the capacity is Cl=3.0559<£>55.9=170.82A.s.
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Figure V I - 6  Capacity required at the sea surface
2 - When pumping 1 kg o f water at 1 0 0 m deep is required, the motor necessitates 
0.3314A for 71.5s. Therefore the capacity is: C2=0.3314<*>71.5=23.7A.s.
3-Th is is the part requiring the largest quantity o f energy (releasing 1.1kg o f water at 
200m deep): 4.92A for 141.7s. In  this case, the capacity is: 
C3=4.92^>141.7=697.2A,s.
4-When releasing 1kg o f water at 100m deep, the motor requires 4A for 72.72s, 
therefore the capacity is: C4=4<2>72.72=290.9A.s.
Note that in this case, the quantity o f energy is much larger than in part 2. This is 
because the external pressure acts as a counter-force.
Refer to appendix C to get more information about these calculations.
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In  order to determine the overall capacity required, the sum o f C l, C2, C3 and C4 (in 
A.s) must be multiplied by 200 (cycles) and divided by 3600 to convert the capacity 
into ampere.hour (A .h):
n  •+ • . ( C l  +  C2 + C3 + C4 ^Capacity required = -----------------------------------  x 200 Eqn. V I  - 3
V 3600 >
170.82 + 23.7 + 697.2 + 290.9
Capacity required =
V 3600
Capacity required = 65.7A .h
x 2 0 0
Where: 200 for the number o f cycles
3600 to convert from seconds to hours
Hence, the motor requires 65.7 A .h  to work 200 cycles.
In  order to reduce the capacity, different lead screws and different piston radii are 
tested. For example a reduction o f both the lead screw and the piston radius reduces 
the external torque but increases the pumping (discharging) time. The same simulation 
procedure being used than above, the different capacities are shown in table V I-3 :
Lead screw 1 
(m)
0 . 0 0 2 0.004 0.005
Piston radius 
r(m )
0.028 0.03 0.028 0.03 0.028 0.03
Capacity A .h 89.2 80.9 65.7 70 79.3 120.3
Table V I-3
It can be seen that both a large radius and a large lead-screw lead to a huge capacity 
requirement (120.3A.h). Indeed because o f the large radius, the external torque leads 
the motor to its “ limits” . The motor velocity is therefore very low  leading to a long 
pumping (releasing time).
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Our choice, a lead screw o f 0.004m and a piston radius o f 0.028m, is the configuration 
requiring the less capacity.
Note: The maximal force that the ball screw having a 0.004m lead must not to exceed 
is 7000N (refer to chapter V ), which is equivalent to a torque o f 4.95N.m.
Therefore both the motor and the ball screw can withstand the required 4.5N.m.
Various batteries can be used in order to provide the required capacity. However the 
battery selection is limited by important criteria such as weight and volume. Three 
different types o f batteries from the company Energizer w ill be compared: the 
characteristics o f the A N S I-9 18A , ANSI/NEDA-915A  and A N S I-1 3A  (LR20) are 
shown in table V I-4 . Used in series, the voltage becomes the number o f batteries 
multiplied by the voltage o f one battery. The capacity o f a parallel stack is equal to the 
capacity o f one battery multiplied by the number o f batteries.
A  safety coefficient must be added since the battery efficiency drops with respect to 
time and external temperature changes (the voltage w ill not remain constant). The 
minimum capacity requirement w ill be assumed to be 80A.h.
ANSI-918A ANSI/NED A-915 A AN SI-13A(LR20)
Capacity (A .h ) 52 26 18
Voltage (V ) 6 6 1.5
W eight (kg) 1.9 0.885 0.1419
Dimensions (mm) 125.4<3>136.5<$>73 109.5^66.7^66.7 61.5; ,34.2
Q uantity required 8 16 80
Actual capacity (A .h ) 104 104 90
Total weight (kg) 15.2 14.16 11.352
Total volume (m3) 9.99<3>10’J 7.79<*>10’J 401O' 3
Table V I-4  Battery specifications
The A N SI-1 3 A  (LR20) configuration is the most appropriate since both its weight and 
its volume required are the smallest. Because the voltage is only 1.5 volts, 16 o f them 
are required in series in order to get 24 volts and this, five times to reach a capacity o f 
90 A.h. Thus 80 batteries are required. The capacity requirement was 65.7A.h but a 
capacity o f 90A.h w ill be available.
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5 -C O N C L U S IO N
Although these high torque motors are very expensive since they use rare earth 
magnets, better motors at lower prices could not be found. Indeed the torque that the 
motor must achieve is important for D .C  motors. Only a few companies manufacture 
such motors. Reducing the piston diameter could reduce the torque but a longer piston 
would be required. It would lead to a larger profiler volume, hence more density 
variation effects. Moreover the longer the piston is, the more damaging it is to the ball 
screw. Another consequence would be a longer pumping (releasing) time. Therefore, 
more energy would be required.
The motor selection was difficult to achieve. Indeed, many parameters had to be taken 
into consideration.
Concerning the battery, a theoretical amount o f 65.7A.h is required for our 
configuration. In  all the simulations, a constant voltage (also called time invariant 
systems) was applied in order to sim plify the calculations. However, it is very 
important to add some capacity as a safety factor since the voltage w ill not remain 
constant but w ill decrease with time and external temperature variations.
From the A N SI-1 3 A  (LR20) batteries a capacity o f 90A.h w ill be available. Hence a 
capacity o f about 25A.h is added to the theoretical capacity (65.7A.h).
A ll the internal components have been selected. These different components can be 
designed and drawn (Refer to appendix E ). They represent the internal pump system 
including the motors fixing, screws and other components. Then the external volume 
can be chosen with the appropriate shape and material. This is achieved in the 
following chapter.
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CHAPTER VII: 
MATERIAL AND SHAPE OF 
THE PROFILER
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1-INTRODUCTION
This chapter deals w ith  the se lection  o f  suitable materials for the profiler external 
shape and the pump system . The m echanical behaviour o f  the external shape w ill be  
analysed. A  pressure o f  2 x 1 0 6 Pa, occurring at 2 00m  deep, w ill be applied.
In a second  tim e the use o f  a w eb  for the bearing support w ill be h ighlighted . Indeed it 
is o f  particular importance that the axial force resulting from  the external pressure is 
absorbed before reaching the m otor since th is m otor can not w ithstand large axial 
forces. M oreover this bearing support h olds the ball screw  w h ich  needs h igh  accuracy. 
H ence the bearing support deflection  m ust be as sm all as possib le.
The m ost appropriate external shape w ill be inferred from  the previous results, then the 
n ecessity  o f  a w eb  for the bearing support w ill be dem onstrated.
2-MATERIAL 
A-Extemal shape
In recent years there has been  a rapid grow th  in the use o f  fibre-reinforced com posites. 
T his material is w id ely  u sed  for d eep -sea  floats, buoys and subm ersibles. Som e  
advantages w ill lead to use fibreglass-E poxy for the external shape. Its main  
advantages are that h igh strength and stiffness can  be ach ieved  at lo w  w eight. 
M oreover, this material is cheap and not corrosive. S teel is not suitable for such an 
application [34] since it is not corrosive resistant and above all its density  is to o  high  
(about 7 8 0 0  kg.m '3). A lum inium  is m ore appropriate than steel but is m ore exp en sive  
than fibreglass-E poxy.
B-Mechanical characteristics of Epoxy and fibreglass [351 
Assumptions:
-Y o u n g ’s m odulus E = 50  GN.m"2 
-P o isson ’s ratio v=0.25  
-D ensity  p - 2100  kg.m"3 
-T hickness o f  the profiler: 0 .005m
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m 9 • •
-Y ie ld  strength cr = 1 0 0 M N .m '. cr is assum ed in the w orst case. Indeed its 
m agnitude w id e ly  varies depending on  the percentage o f  fibreglass and its 
orientation.
C-Piimp
S teel w ill be used  for the p iston  since it is cheap to  manufacture such shapes. H ow ever, 
it has been  stated som e years ago that seaw ater is one o f  the m ost insid ious corrosive  
environm ents for im m ersed m etal structures. H ence, em phasis shall be laid on  the use 
o f  com patible m aterials. This problem  is  not fu lly reso lved  since oceanographic  
com panies such as IFREM ER  currently study n ew  coatings (A R C O R ). Furthermore, a 
lo w  coeffic ien t o f  friction is required b etw een  the p iston  and the cylinder in order to  
avoid loss o f  energy.
Thus the coeffic ien t o f  friction and the corrosion resistance along w ith  cost are the 
m ain criteria o f  selection .
D-Corrosion prevention [[361: [3711
Corrosion m ay be regarded as the destruction o f  a m aterial by  ch em ical or electro­
chem ical reaction w ith  seawater, w h ile  the erosion  is  u sed  for sim ilar destruction  
arising from  abrasive physical action. A  third related problem  is that o f  fouling o f  
materials by the attachment o f  marine organism s to  their surface. N o t all corrosion is to  
be regarded as detrimental. In m any cases, the initial corrosion  con sists o f  chem ical 
oxidation and a film  o f  unreactive ox id e is deposited  over the surface o f  m etal 
rendering it im m une to  further corrosive attack
The use o f  m ore than one material increases the likelih ood  o f  corrosion. This is 
because tw o  dissim ilar m etals separated by a conductor, i.e. seawater, w ill act as a 
sim ple battery i f  they are connected  to  each other, and one w ill suffer rapid e lecto -  
chem ical corrosion. The relative rapidity o f  corrosion under these conditions depends 
on  w h ich  m aterials are used.
The effects o f  corrosion  m ay be uniform over the surface o f  the m aterial or restricted  
to certain areas, as occurs in pitting and stress corrosion. Prevention  o f  corrosion is
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vital and is generally achieved either by m od ify ing  the m eta ls’ properties or by  
applying a protective coating. M odification  o f  the m etals’ properties is m ost sim ply  
achieved b y  alloying. Protective coatings m ay be m etallic , generally  provided by 
cladding (sandw ich ing o f  one m etal b etw een  tw o  sheets o f  another) w h ich  w ill not be 
discussed, galvanising or non-m etallic m aterials.
In galvanising, electrolytic deposition  o f  very thin  layers o f  protective m etals occurs on  
the surface o f  the material, as in  the deposition  o f  zinc on  iron. The deposition  o f  very  
thin layers a llow s the use o f  very exp en sive noble m etals. B ut i f  noble m etals are to be 
used, the deposited  layer m ust be com pletely  gap-free, as very  rapid corrosion  w ill 
occur in any exp osed  underlying base m etal due to the separation in the galvanic series 
o f  the tw o  m etals.
N on -m etallic  coatings are o f  m any types. C hem ical protection  occurs by the form ation  
o f  film s o f  reaction products such as the unreactive ox ide layers already m entioned. To 
be effective , it is essential that the ox ide film  has a  very low  electrical conductivity  and 
thus acts also as an insulator for the underlying m etal. N o t on ly  d oes painting provide 
m echanical protection but by suitable ch o ice  o f  paint also form s corrosion  inhibitors 
and is probably the m ost w id ely  u sed  type o f  corrosion protection.
B io log ica l fou ling d oes not usually  a ffect the m echanical properties o f  m aterials excep t 
for th ose subject to  attack by boring organism s. It m ay, how ever, provide m uch  m ore 
favourable m icroenvironm ents on  the surface o f  the m aterial for the initiation o f  
corrosion, esp ecia lly  crevice corrosion. It m ay also destroy any protective coating  
already present. The provision  o f  p o ison s in  the paint to k ill settled anim als, or 
vibration, gentle heating or rapid w ater flo w  to  prevent the initial settlem ent, w ill 
usually control the problem. It should be noted, how ever, that the presence o f  som e  
fouling m ight help to  prevent corrosion b y  the reduction o f  w ater ve lo c ity  at the 
surface o f  the material covered  by a thin film  o f  bacterial s lim e or algae.
The exact location  o f  the profiler greatly a ffects the corrosion that is lik e ly  to  occur. 
D eep  waters are generally low er in o x y g en  than w ell-aerated  surface waters and pitting  
m ay be m ore prevalent. O n the other hand, the low er the temperature in deep w ater is, 
the m ore the rate o f  corrosion decreases. D ifferential aeration resulting in the rapid 
alternation o f  oxide film  breakdown and form ation also accelerates corrosion. A
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further important environm ental effec t is that o f  water speed  because the h igher the 
water velocity  is, the greater the chances o f  dam aging the protective film  increases. 
Titanium  is often  used. Indeed its o x id e  film  is m ore resistant than that o f  alum inium .
The ch o ice  o f  materials to  be used  for the p iston  is  not easy. M any con flictin g  factors 
are to be taken into account. H ow ever, in  our configuration the m ain criteria are the  
cost and the coeffic ien t o f  friction. Indeed it is  fundam ental to have a lo w  coefficien t 
o f  friction in order to  reduce the lo sses  due to  friction.
Table VII-1 sh ow s the corrosion penetration and the coeffic ien t o f  friction  o f  relevant 
coating m aterials [[26]; [38]]:
COATING
MATERIAL
CORROSION 
PENETRATION (mm/year)
COEFFICIENT OF 
FRICTION
D ry Greasy
S teel/S teel 0 .004 0.58 0.15
C opper/m ild steel 0 .0 0 3 8  (copper) 0 .3 6 0.18
A lum inium  /A lum inium 0.00038 1.4
N ick el/m ild  steel 0 .0 0 2 5  (nickel) 0 .64 0 .178
Titanium /Titanium N il 0.5 0 .2
T eflon / teflon N il 0 .08 0 .04
Table VII-1 C oating selection
T eflon  is a “noble m etal” o f  the p lastics in  that it is corrosion  resistant to  practically all 
environm ents up to 300°C  [39]. It is used  for their lo w  coeffic ien t o f  friction in 
coating.
From table V II-1 , T eflon  is the m ost appropriate coating. Indeed, over four months 
there w ill not be any corrosion  problem s and due to the very lo w  co effic ien t o f  friction, 
lo sses  w ill be neglected .
The internal surface o f  the cylinders (in  steel) w ill b e  coated  w ith  T eflon . Corrosion  
resistant paint w ill be applied on  their external surfaces since these areas do not need a 
lo w  coeffic ien t o f  friction.
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3-SHAPE
In order to reduce the energy required, the external shape m ust be optim ised  as m uch  
as possib le. Indeed the seawater density variations w ill have less influence on  an 
optim ised shape as explained below .
A-Influence of the profiler volume
— Q O
Assumption: Seawater density varies from  1020kg.m ' to  1030kg.m ' depending o n  its 
salinity, pressure and temperature (Refer to appendix A ).
Explanation: D epending on  the profiler velocity , a certain am ount o f  water has to be 
pum ped or released. In order to  reduce the energy required, it is important to pump as 
few  w ater as possible.
Example:
A -A ssum in g for instance a profiler volum e equal to  lm 3, the buoyancy is, 
taking into account the density variation (in  kg):
B uoyancy 1 A = v o lu m ex d en sity l = 1 x 1 0 2 0  = 1 020k g  
B u oyan cy2A = vo lu m exd en sity2  = 1 x 1 0 3 0  = 1 030k g
T herefore the profiler should have an initial m ass o f  say 1019 .9k g  (to remain at the sea  
surface) and capable o f  pum ping 10.2kg to sink.
B -N o w  assum ing a  volum e o f  the profiler tw ice  sm aller (0 .5 m 3), the buoyancy  
is therefore:
B u o y a n cy lB =  v o lu m ex d en sity l = 0 .5 x 1 0 2 0  = 510k g  
B uoyan cy2B =  vo lu m exd en sity2  = 0 .5 x 1 0 3 0  = 5 15kg
Therefore an initial m ass o f  5 09 .9k g  is necessary in order to be p ositive ly  buoyant. 
A nd a capacity o f  5 .2kg is required, a llow ing the profiler to sink. H ence, to have a 
sm aller e ffec t on  the profiler, the range o f  buoyancy can  be reduced by decreasing the 
profiler volum e. O bviously, the tw o  volum es m entioned above are just used as an 
exam ple. Indeed such profilers w ou ld  be too  heavy and their m ass variations w ould  be
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too large (10 .2 k g  or 5.2kg). T his exam ple on ly  dem onstrates that it is  primordial to  
optim ise the volum e o f  the profiler as m uch  as possib le.
B-Shamrock shape
The first solution under study is optim ised  as show n in  figure V II -1. A s explained  
previously, the volum e o f  the profiler should be as sm all as p ossib le . M oreover, by  
reducing the projected area, the drag force w ill a lso  be reduced. In each protuberance 
o f  the fo llow in g  external shape is m ounted a p iston, the sensors being in the m iddle 
(not show n).
  , 0 ”2
The exact profiler volum e (calculated  w ith  Pro-Engineering) is: 5 .6 3 x 1 0 ' m  .
H ence the buoyancy force w ill vary from  (in  kilogram s):
mass(p=io20)= 5 .63 x  1 O'2 X 1020 = 5 7 .4 k g
mass(p=1030)= 5 .63 x  1 O'2 x  1030=57. 9kg
The d ifference b etw een  these tw o  values is equal to  0 .5kg. Including the 1.1 kilogram s 
required from  the dynam ics o f  the profiler (1 .6k g) and having a pum ping capacity o f  
about 3kg, the profiler w ill be able to sink or rise.
A n  initial m ass o f  the profiler o f  57 .3k g  can be assum ed. O nce it is filled  up w ith  
water, its m ass is 60 .3kg.
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C-Cvlindrical shape
In this case , figure V II-2 , the vo lum e is: 9 .9 4 x 1 0 ' m  . H en ce the buoyancy force w ill 
vary from:
m a ss^ io 20)=: 9 .9 4 x 1  O'2 x  1 0 2 0 = 1 0 1 .4kg  
mass(p=io30)= 9 .9 4 x  10"2 x  1 030= 102 .4kg  
N o te  that the volum e used  (9 .9 4 x  1 O'2 m 3 ) is used  for the dynam ics page 41.
The difference betw een  the tw o  values is equal to  1kg. So the initial m ass o f  the 
profiler can be 101.3kg. W hen full o f  water, its m ass b ecom es 104.3kg. It can be seen  
that because the volum e in  this case is tw ice  larger, tw ice  m ore w ater is required.
Figure V II-2 Cylindrical shape
In order to reduce the energy required, it is easy  to  im agine that the first solution  is 
m ore appropriate since the seaw ater density variation has less effect on  the profiler. 
M oreover it also has a sm aller projected area, hence sm aller drag force. Therefore less  
water needs to be pum ped than for the second solution.
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4-STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE EXTERNAL SHAPE
In order to analyse the stress (and deform ation) acting on  b oth  external shapes under 
pressure at 200m  deep, a  Finite E lem ent A n alysis w ill  be perform ed using A n sys  
so ftw are[40][41][42][43]. The m echanical characteristics o f  E poxy+fibreglass are 
given  page 77. The pressure is applied perpendicularly to  the surface o f  the body.
A-Shamrock shape
B ecau se o f  the tw o sym m etries o f  the profiler volum e, on ly  l / 6 th o f  the volum e needs  
to be considered (figure V II-3).
Stress:
Figure V II-3
The m axim um  stress acting on  the profiler is 9 40  M N .m '2. B ecause this value is 
beyond the Y ield  stress (cr= 100 MN.m"2), the com posite  material w ill  not be able to  
withstand such  a pressure. T his m eans that the profiler is operating in the p lastic range. 
After being d eflected  once, th is external shape w ill  not com e back to  its initial shape. 
H ence this shape can not be used.
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Deflection:
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Figure Y II-4
This w ould  lead, as sh ow n  in figure V II-4 , to  a d eflection  o f  4 8 .2  m illim etres. 
O bviously, th is value is far m uch too large and unrealistic since the profiler w ou ld  
im plode before reaching this deflection.
In order to reduce the d eflection , s ix  ribs could  be u sed  as show n in figure V II-5 .
Figure V II-5
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H ow ever, even  i f  the profiler deflection  cou ld  be sign ificantly  reduced w ith  th ese ribs, 
the drag coeffic ien t (i.e. drag force) w ou ld  be m uch larger. This w ould  lead to  a 
reduction o f  the profiler v e lo c ity  or m ore energy being required. This shape w ill  not be  
retained.
B-Cvlindrical shape
B ecause the previous external shape is not appropriate, the cylindrical shape (h o llow  
cylinder w ith  tw o  hem ispherical ends) w ill  be studied. A s  show n in  figure V II-6  and 
figure V II-7, the stress and the d eflection  at 2 0 0 m  deep. T he profiler d im ensions are: 
External rad iu s-175m m  
L ength=400m m
B ecause o f  the sym m etries o f  the profiler vo lum e, on ly  l / 8 th o f  the shape needs to  be  
considered.
U sin g  this shape, the stress is sign ificantly  reduced. M oreover the m axim um  stress is 
b elow  cr (66 .024M N .m '2<100M N.m "2). C onsequently the fo llow in g  shape w ill be used  
even  i f  seawater density variations have m ore influence o n  the profiler.
Stress:
Figure V II-6
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Deflection:
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Figure V II-7
5-BEARING SUPPORT
A n  appropriate shape for the bearing support is essentia l since it has tw o  different 
purposes. The first one is to m aintain the ball screw  in its initial position . Indeed  
because the guide has to  be very accurate, the bearing support has to be robust. Its 
second aim  is  to  withstand the h igh  ax ia l force due to  the external pressure exerted on  
the piston. Indeed the selected  m otor can  on ly  w ithstand sm all axial forces (few  
hundreds o f  N ew ton s). The m agnitude o f  the m axim al force is  4 9 7 8 N  (occurring at 
2 00m  deep). H ence, the deform ation o f  th is elem ent m ust be calculated  to make sure 
that it is insignificant and not annoying for the system . T w o different configurations, 
w ithout and w ith  w eb , w ill be studied (figure V II-8). A s  show n in  figure V II-9 , the  
first design  for this elem ent w as only a  prism atic shape m anufactured in  steel.
Mechanical properties and results:
Y ou n g’s m odulus E =210  G N .m  2 
P o isso n ’s ratio v=0.3
V olum e: height=0.07m , th ickness=0.03m , breadth=0.08m
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Bearing support 
(w ithout weh'i
(Housing)
H E
Uniform  force (i.e. 
external pressure acting 
on the piston area)
Bearing support 
fw ith wi'h'l
Figure V II-8: A ction  o f  the force o n  the tw o different configurations 
A-Without web
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Figure V II-9 D eflectio n  o f  the bearing support w ithout w eb
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B-With web
E ven  i f  the d eflection  is very sm all w ithout w eb , the deflection  is m uch  sm aller w h en  a 
w eb is used  (figure V II-10). In this configuration, the m axim um  d eflection  is on ly  
0.014506m m .
Figure V II-10 D eflec tio n  o f  “bearing support” w ith  w eb
T his represents a  reduction by 40%  o f  the previous deflection . B ecau se h igh  accuracy  
and strength are required, the u se o f  reinforcem ent is necessary.
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6-STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CYLINDER FIXATION:
The aim  o f  this analysis is to  evaluate the stress and the deform ation o f  the 
profiler near the fixation  points. The interest o f  this study is to  attest the reliability o f  
the profiler design.
• Theoretical analysis
Figure V II-11 show s the sim plified  external shape, d ivided  into 3 parts: U pper  
part, cylinder and low er part). The fixation  is also show n b etw een  these different parts.
Figure V II-11 External shape
A ssum ptions: the b e ll’s m ovem ent is im posed  as null and the cylinder's deform ation is 
studied. In this case the deform ation o f  the fixation, b etw een  the part (low er or upper) 
and the cylinder, is m axim um  (figure V II -12).
W here, [44]:
AR= R adius’ variation  
a=extem al radius( 175 mm) 
p e=  external pressure (2M Pa)
E =  M odulus o f  Y oung (2 1 0 x l0 3M Pa) 
t=  th ickness (5m m )
A D =  —  X-a ~ = 0 .0 5 & n m  =  5 $ u m  
E x t
The m axim um  diam eter’s variation b etw een  the part and the cylinder is 58|j.m.
This result, based on  a sim plified  d esign  u sing  a basic equation, proves that on ly  a 
sm all d isp lacem ent betw een  the b ell and the cylinder is present.
e0
cylinder
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• Finite element analysis :
The sim ulation w ith  A n sys, figure V II -13, is achieved  using the sam e data (w here only  
a quarter is studied since the external shape is sym m etrical). [[40] [41] [42] [43]]
U sing  axisym m etrical quadratic 
elem ents (P lane42) w ith  the fo llow in g  
Conditions:
-A: no displacem ent /x , continuity  
condition
-B: no displacem ent /x , b lock  the 
plate to get a m axim um  displacem ent 
betw een  the different parts at the 
fixation
-C: no displacem ent /y, continuity  
condition
A pplied  pressure: 2M pa  
M odulus o f  Y oung: 2 1 0 x l0 3M Pa
A nsys so lution  sh ow s than the M axim um  Stress (67 .2  M Pa) is sm all com pared w ith  
the elastic lim it o f2 5 0 M P a  for c lassica l steel.
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Figure V II-14  V o n  M ises stress result
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The d isplacem ent is less than 4 9 |im , near the fixation. This is sm all com pared w ith  the 
dim ension  o f  the profiler. This deform ation w ill not m odify  the quality o f  the 
assem bly.
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Figure V II -15, Total D isp lacem ent (usum ) R esult
Furthermore, the result o f  the m agnified  deflection  sh ow s no d iscontinuity in  the 
assem bly deform ation near the fixation.
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7-CONCLUSION
Several con clu sions can  be stated. First o f  all, fibreglass and E p oxy  com posite  w ill be 
used for the external shape due to its several m echanical advantages such as corrosion  
resistance, lo w  w eight, h igh  strength and lo w  cost. A ll th ese advantages m ake it very  
popular in oceanographic explorations.
U sing  T eflon  as the coating over steel for the p iston  is the best configuration. 
C oncerning the part m ade o f  steel in contact w ith  seaw ater that does not require a  low  
coeffic ien t o f  friction, paint w ill be u sed  since it is reliable and very cheap.
Concerning the m echanical behaviour o f  the external shape, the first one having three 
protuberances w as attractive in order to reduce the energy requirem ent. H ow ever it can  
not be used  due to the huge stress acting on  it even  i f  ribs are used.
A s a com parison the stress acting on  the second  shape (cylinder +  hem ispheric ends) is 
about fourteen tim es sm aller. This is because there is no shearing stress due to  the 
axysym m etry o f  the profiler. It can be noticed that the m axim al stress occurs in the 
cylindrical part; the stress m agnitude is tw ice b igger than in the hem ispheric parts. 
This is because in thin  pressure v esse l, the hoop stress in  cylinders is tw ice  bigger than 
in spheres [45] [46].
H ow ever, from  an energy point o f  v iew , the chosen  shape is less appropriate since one  
m ore kilogram  needs to be pum ped (released) per cycle.
Finally ev en  w ithout the w eb, the d eflection  o f  the bearing support is very sm all, its 
use enables a reduction in  the bearing support deflection  by  40% . This is important for 
the ball screw  to w ork properly. Indeed, h igh  accuracy is  required since one o f  its ends 
is free.
N o w  that all the com ponents have b een  designed  and d im ensioned, the rem aining 
drawings can be drawn (refer to  appendix E). The lu ll profiler system  can be seen  on  
the very last page o f  A ppendix E.
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CHAPTER VIII: 
CONTROL DESIGN OF THE
PROFILER
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1-INTRODUCTION
T he first purpose o f  this chapter w ill be to d iscuss the w a y  o f  controlling the profiler 
velo c ity  (0 .05m .s''). In order to get an accurate profiler velocity , the m otor must be 
controlled using the m ost appropriate m ethod. Thus to  increase the accuracy  
[[47];[48]], a clo sed  loop  system  using an angular m otor v e loc ity  feedback w ill be 
studied. Indeed in such  a  system , the actuating error (w h ich  is the d ifference betw een  
the input signal and the output signal) is fed to the controller (by the tachom eter w hich  
converts the angular ve lo c ity  into a voltage) so as to  reduce the error and bring the 
output signal o f  the overall system  to  the desired value.
The stability o f  the control system  w ill be studied afterwards. Indeed it is primordial 
for the system  to  be stable or in other w ords that the output signal is bounded.
F inally  the sim ulations w il l  be undertaken in order to determ ine the settling tim e and 
percentage overshoot o f  the p iston  at the previously studied depths. One shall 
underline that controlling a  underwater veh icle  is h igh ly  co m p lex  [[49];[50]].
2-SELECTION OF THE CONTROL METHOD 
A-Mathematical method
The m athem atical m ethod to control the profiler v e lo c ity  is sh ow n  in figure V III-1. 
O nce the pressure determ ined by the sensor, the appropriate m otor speed  can be 
selected . O nce the salinity and temperature are found out, the actual w ater density can  
be calculated. Finally, on ce the vertical w ater current (vc) determ ined by the sensor, the 
quantity o f  water required to d ive or resurface can  be calculated. This is ach ieved  by  
using the second order differential equation derived in chapter IV.
The m ain disadvantage o f  th is m ethod is that it is com pletely  dependent on  the 
sim plified  differential equation. H en ce the error induced w ill lead  to an inaccurate 
actual velocity.
This w a y  o f  controlling the m otor is rather com plicated  and is not suitable for such an 
application. A  less  com plex  and m ore accurate solution  m ust be found in order to get a 
fast and efficien t response from  the motor.
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Figure VI1I-1 M athem atical m ethod
B-Pressure difference method
The velocity  o f  the profiler is controlled  by the pressure d ifference betw een  tw o  
consecutive collected  data. Considering an increm ental m ass o f  water, w hen  w ater has 
to be pum ped or released, this amount is d ivided  into quantities o f  0 .05  kilogram . This 
corresponds to  a p iston  d isp lacem ent o f  1.98 centim etres assum ing a  water density o f  
1025 kg.m '3 (a variation o f  ±5 kg.m '3 o f  this density leads to  an error o f  ±0.49% ). 
W henever, the pressure d ifference is not in the predefined range, (figure V III-2), the 
piston  w ill pum p or release an amount o f  tim es 0 .05 k ilogram  to  get into this range.
Pressure 1
Sam ple 
period T
Pressure 2
D eterm ination o f  
the actual 
profiler velocity
I f  actual velocity Everything
inside the is fine
predefined range
w
I f  actual velocity Pum p or
outside the ----------- ► discharge
predefined range w ater
Figure V III-2  Pressure d ifference m ethod
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Assumptions:
-C onsidering tw o consecutive pressure m easurem ents:
-Pressure 1 at tim e 1 
-Pressure2 at tim e 2
H ence the pressure d ifference is: A P=Pressure2-Pressurel
-The sam ple period T  (tim e b etw een  the tw o  su ccessive  m easurem ents): 10 seconds 
It is not necessary to use a  faster sam ple period since the v e loc ity  profiler is  very 
slow .
-The aim  is to accept ve lo c ities in  the range 0 .0 4  r a s '1 (80%  o f  0 .05 m .s'1) to  infinity  
(say 1 m .s'1 since this v e lo c ity  is unreachable for such profilers). This m eans that the 
velocity  is acceptable i f  the profiler d ives (rises) b etw een  (figure VIII-3):
0 .04  <  v  <  1 (=  co)
Method:
AP
The distance travelled during one period is equal t o -------
Px g
Therefore, the actual profiler velocity  v  is:
AP 1
v =  x — Eqn. VI1I-1
p x g  T
H ence,
V ix p x g x T <  AP <V2x p x g x T  
0 .0 4 x 1 0 2 5 x 9 .8 1 x 1 0  <  AP < 1 x 1 0 2 5 x 9 .8 1 x 1 0  
4022.1  N .m '2< AP < 1 0 05552 .5  N .n f2
N ote: The large d ifference b etw een  these tw o  values ex ists because the second  
pressure (1005552.5N .m "2) represents infinity.
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Finally, i f  the pressure d ifference is inside this range for the d iving m otion, there is no  
need to  pump or release water. H ow ever, i f  the v e lo c ity  is  not in th is range, w ater m ust 
be pum ped (released):
-The profiler is go in g  too slow ly  w h en  sink ing => Pum p water 
-The profiler is go in g  too slow ly  w h en  resurfacing ■=> D ischarge w ater
|  T oo slow
23 Inside the range 
Dashed line: O.OSm.s'1
 ►
V elocity
Figure V III-3 A cceptab le range
C -S electio n
B ecause o f  its greater accuracy, the pressure d ifference m ethod  w ill be chosen . Indeed  
w ith  this m ethod, the sim plified  second  order differential equation is not used. O nly  
actual data are co llected  and used in “real tim e” . M oreover it is easier to  handle tw o  
consecutive variables than four different ones. This leads to an easier control design  
and a faster response.
The w a y  o f  controlling the m otor can, now , be developed .
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3-ARMATURE CONTROL VERSUS FIELD CONTROL
In a perm anent m agnet D C  servom otor, the m agnetic fie ld s  produced by a perm anent 
m agnet and, therefore the m agnetic flux, is constant. Such servom otors can be  
controlled by the armature current. Such a schem e to control the output o f  this m otor  
by the armature current is called armature control.
In the case w here the armature current is m aintained constant and the speed  is 
controlled by the field  vo ltage, the D C  m otor is called  a  field -controlled  D C  motor. 
H ow ever, the requirement o f  constant armature current is  a serious disadvantage. It is 
m uch m ore d ifficult to provide a  constant current source than a  constant vo ltage source
[51]. M oreover, the tim e constants o f  a field -controlled  D C  m otor are generally large 
com pared w ith  the tim e constants o f  a com parable arm ature-controlled D C  motor.
4-SIGNAL CONDITIONING (From sensors) 1521 
A-Amplifier [531
Since the electrical signals produced by m ost transducers (i.e . the tachom eter) are at 
low  voltage, it is necessary to  am plify th is vo ltage before it is suitable for transm ission  
to the motor. M oreover, the am plifier m ust have very h igh  input im pedance because  
transducers are h igh  im pedance and do not tolerate current drain. A t the sam e tim e, the 
am plifier m ust have lo w  output im pedance since it feed s into the armature circuit o f  
the motor.
B-Filter [531
A  filter m ight be required to  alter the am plitude w ith  respect to  frequency o f  the 
tachom eter. Ideally, a filter w ill not add n ew  frequencies to the input signal, nor w ill it 
change the com ponent frequencies o f  that signal, but it w ill change the relative 
am plitudes o f  the various frequencies o f  the tachom eter. Filters are often  used  in 
electronics system s to em phasise signals in certain frequency ranges and reject signals  
in other frequency ranges. A  L ow -P ass filter m ight be necessary since it p asses low  
frequency signals and rejects signal at frequencies above the filter’s cu t-o ff  frequency.
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5-TACHOMETER f521
It is a transducer that converts an angular v e lo c ity  m agnitude into a voltage:
V=coxKta Eqn. VIII-2
W here Kta : T achom eter constant ( lV o lt  per 1000 revolu tion s=0.0095 volt per radian)
6-BLOCK DIAGRAM (Assuming no saturation)
B efore sim ulating the armature controlled m otor (using S im ulink), the stability o f  the 
overall system  m ust be checked. Indeed an unstable c lo sed -lo o p  system  is o f  no 
practical value.
In order to study theoretically  the stability o f  the system , the saturation can not be 
taken into consideration. A lthough this saturation represents the am plifier lim itation  
(the system  w orks in the range ± 2 4  vo lts  and not from  -oo to  + 00), its im plem entation  
adds to the system  a non-linear term. T his is unfortunate since it is very d ifficu lt to 
solve. Therefore, the stability w ill first be studied assum ing no saturation before  
sim ulations are ach ieved  including the saturation.
Figure V III-4 represents the b lock  diagram  o f  the system  w ithout saturation:
Figure V III-4
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Where: v(s): Source voltage
K t: M otor constan t=0 .9485N .m .A '1 
R m : Armature resistance=3.85Q  
Lm: Armature inductance=0.0082H  
J: Inertia=13.3xlO '4N .m .s2 
b: F riction= 0 .2385N .m  per rad.s'1 
Kb: B ack  EM F con stan t=0.949V olt per rad.s'1 
Kte: T achom eter constant=0.0095  
Ka: A m plifier=104
Td: Torque disturbance (depends o n  the depth) 
oo(s): A ngular velocity  
s: Laplace transform
7-STABILITY 
A-Assumptions
-The system  is assum ed “linear tim e invariant” [51]:
Linear: Strictly speaking, linear system s do not exist in practice, since all physica l 
system s are non-linear to som e extent. Linear feedback control system s are idealised  
m odels that are fabricated by the analyst purely for the sim plicity  o f  analysis and  
design. For linear system s there ex ists a  w ealth  o f  analytical and graphical techniques 
for design  and analysis purposes. H ow ever, non-linear system s are very d ifficu lt to  
treat m athem atically, and there are no general m ethods that m ay be used to  so lve  a 
w ide class o f  non-linear system s.
Time invariant: W hen the parameters o f  a control system  are stationary w ith  respect 
to tim e during the operation o f  the system , the system  is called  a tim e invariant system . 
In practice, m ost p hysical system s contain  elem en ts that vary w ith  tim e. For exam ple, 
the w inding resistance o f  the electric m otor w ill vary w h en  the m otor is being first 
excited  and its temperature is rising, the effic ien cy  o f  the battery depends upon  the
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external temperature. A lthough a tim e varying system  w ithout non-linearity is  still a 
linear system , the analysis and design  o f  this class o f  system s are m uch m ore com plex  
than that o f  the tim e invariant system s.
B-Definition
Stability is used  to distinguish i f  a system  is u sefu l or not. A  system  is defined  as stable 
w hen  the response is bounded [54]. That is, i f  the system  is subjected  to a bounded  
input or disturbance and the response is bounded in m agnitude w h en  tim e tends to  
infinity, the system  is stable (figure V III-5):
Figure V III-5 D efin ition  o f  a  stable and unstable system  
C-Condition of a stable system
T o be stable, the p o les (values for w h ich  the denom inator o f  the transfer function  are 
equal to  zero) have to  be located  o f  the left-hand o f  the s-plane i.e . the real parts o f  the  
roots o f  the denom inator m ust be negative.
On the fo llow in g  figures (V III-6  to  V III-9), different configurations o f  response  
according to the location  o f  the p o les o n  the s-plane are shown:
N ote: -Re: horizontal axis (real part)
-Im: vertical ax is (im aginary part)
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O verd am p ed :
Figure VIII-6
Critically damped:
Figure VIII-7
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Undamped:
time
Pole 1 i►
Pole 2 ' ►
Figure V III-8
Underdamped:
Figure V III-9
The previous graphs indicate that to get a fast response from the motor, the undamped  
configuration must be avoided since it is not stable (the real part o f  the poles are equal 
to 0 and not negative).
The m ost appropriate configuration is the “ idealised” critically  dam ped system . 
H ow ever such a "theoretical" system  is unlikely to occur. Thus an underdamped or 
overdam ped system  having a quick settling tim e is the m ost suitable.
N ote: The imaginary values represent the damped frequency.
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D-Determination of the system stability
T he aim  o f  th is paragraph is  to  dem onstrate the stability o f  the system  show n in figure 
V III-10. I f  the p o les o f  this overall b lock  diagram  are n egative, the stability w ill  be 
proven.
Figure V III-10
Where: G l(s )  represents the am plifier
G 2(s) represents the m otor
G 3(s) represents the load  (Inertia and friction)
H l( s )  represents the back EM F constant
H 2(s) represents the tachom eter conversion
B ecau se there are tw o inputs: the input vo ltage V (s) and the torque disturbance T d(s), 
tw o stability tests m ust be ach ieved  [54]:
1: assum ing T d(s)=0
V (s) Eqn. VIII-3
2: — '^  assum ing V (s)= 0  
Td(s)
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I f  both calculations lead to  a stable system , then the overall sy stem  is stable.
1: — N ote  that for sim plicity  letters w ill be used  instead o f  numbers.
V (s)
W hich  is equivalent to (=):
V(s)
G l(s)G 2(s)G 3(s)
1+G 2(s)G 3(s)H l (s) c o (s )
-------w
1+ G 1 (s)G2(s)G3 (s)H2(s) 
l+ G 2(s)G 3(s)H l (s)
— W
V (s) © ( s )
G l(s)G 2(s)G 3(s)
V-
l+ G 2(s)G 3(s)[H l(s)+ G  l(s)H 2(s)]
w
w ( s )V(s) 9 4 8 5
1,0 9 x  1 0 '5s2+ 7 .0 7 x  1 0"3s+ 9  1.9
W’
Figure V III-11 First stability determ ination
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The denom inator is a second  order polynom ial equation, it can be easily  solved . The 
roots o f  th is equation are: s i= -3 2 4 .3 + 2 8 8 5 .4 8 i
s2= -3 2 4 .3 -2 8 8 5 .4 8 i
So from  the first test, the system  is stable since the real parts are negative (-32 4 .3 ).
<o(s)
' T d(s)
Td(s) co(s)
G3(s)
G2(s) H l(s )
G2(s) G l(s ) H 2(s)
Td(s) G3(s) co(s)
-------------------►
1 + G 2(s)G 3(s)[H l (s)+G l(s)H 2(s)]
-------- ------------------te-
Td(s) 0.0082xs+3.85 co(s)
---------------------►
1.09x 10'5sz+7.07x 1 0‘3s+9 1.9
------------------------------►
Figvire V III-12 Secon d  stability determ ination
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A s excepted  [54], the sam e denom inator is  found. H en ce the roots are:
s i= -3 2 4 .3 + 2 8 8 5 .4 8 i
s2= -3 2 4 .3 -2 8 8 5 .4 8 i
The second  test is a lso  stable. Therefore, because both  tests  are stable, the overall 
system  is stable assum ing no saturation (hence no non-linear equation).
Graph on the s-plane (figure VIII-13):
P O LE S  LOCATION
(00 -300 -200 -100
4000 a
3000 g
'5i
2000 ' 
1000
-1000
-2000
-3000
-4000
Real part
Figure V III-13
E-Con elusion
Finally because the p o les  are negative, the system  is stable. H ow ever, the saturation o f  
the am plifier w as not taken into consideration. Thus, a test (using S im ulink) w ill be 
carried out to sim ulate the actual stability o f  the m otor. T he determ ination o f  th e tim e  
response and the percentage overshoot w ill also be ach ieved  to ensure a  fast response  
o f  the system  at any depths.
8-SIMULATION
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B ecause the overall system  is com plex , it is subdivided into four different b lock  
diagrams: the m otor, the “m otor +  am plifier +  tachom eter”, the “direction o f  rotation  
o f  the m otor” and the overall one. A  m ore explicit graph is sh ow n  in figure V III-14 . 
From  figure V III-10, the b lock  diagram s are sh ow n  crescendo.
B lock  diagram  o f  the 
m otor
B lo ck  diagram o f  the 
“m otor +  am plifier +  
tachom eter”
B lo ck  diagram  
representing the 
‘direction  o f  rotation o f  
the m otor”
Figure V III-14
Several inputs/outputs from  a b lock diagram  m atch the outputs/inputs o f  the fo llow in g  
block  d iagram  To be m ore understandable, a  k ey  is g iv en  below :
Pressure 1 
Pressure 2
D irection  o f  rotation o f  the m otor 
Input vo ltage  
Armature voltage  
M otor velocity  
External torque
□
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Figure V III-15 represents the m otor b lock  diagram and its characteristics [55 ]. W hile  
Figure V III-16 represents the b lock  diagram  o f  the “M otor +  A m plifier +T achom eter”, 
the saturation b lock  being included.
Figure V III-16  “M otor +  A m plifier +  T achom eter” b lock diagram
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Figure V III-17 represents the “direction o f  rotation o f  the m otor”. This b lock  diagram  
has been  achieved using B oo lean  algebra. From  the output 3, a signal carrying the 
inform ation 1, 0 or - 1  (depending on  i f  the m otor pum ps, is at rest or releases water) 
com es out. This output signal is transformed and generates input 4  (input vo ltage) o f  
figure V III-16. This is realised v ia  the sw itch  1 o f  figure V III-18.
Figure V III-17 D irection  o f  rotation o f  the m otor
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Figure V III-18 represents the overall control system , including the three previous 
block diagram s, w here 0 .05  kg  is pum ped or released  i f  necessary. I f  th is m otor is at 
rest because the profiler v e loc ity  is in the predefined range, another m easurem ent is 
executed  10 seconds later and so on  until the profiler v e lo c ity  g o es  out o f  the range or 
the desired depth has been  reached.
Figure V III-18 O verall b lock  diagram
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S tab ility :
A s can be seen  in the different appendixes and in figure V III-19 (A  to C), at any depth  
the velocity  a lw ays converges after a certain am ount o f  tim e.
5
Q
-5
_10L------I-------i---1 ■----------
0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0 04 0 05
__________ limsiseMnfl_________
A: Pum ping at lm  deep  
B: Pum ping at 100m  deep  
C: R eleasing  at 2 0 0 m  deep
(C)
Figure V III-19 M otor stability
M any m ore tests have been  achieved and in every case the output ve lo c ity  converges  
after a certain amount o f  time. So even  i f  the stability using a  saturation b lock  could  
not be proven theoretically, the different sim ulations sh o w  that the m otor is  stable.
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Settling time and percentage overshoot [56]:
Settling time: It is the tim e required for the system  to  settle w ith in  2%  o f  the input 
amplitude. From  sim ulations, the settling tim es at: lm  deep (pum ping), 100m  deep  
(pum ping), 2 0 0 m  (releasing) and finally  100m  deep (releasing) w ill  be achieved.
Percentage overshoot: The amount that the w aveform  overshoots the steady state, or 
final, value at the peak tim e, expressed  as a  percentage o f  the steady state value.
The results are sum m arised in table V III-1. For m ore inform ation, refer to  appendix D .
Depth 
Results" .
Pump at lm Pump at 
100m
Release at 
200m
Release at 
100m
Settling time(s) 0.0086 0.0091 0.0144 0.0098
Final velocity 
(rad.s1)
12.2268 8.6898 4.8224 8.5425
Maximum
velocity(rad.s_l)
12.3378 9.3695 4.893 8.6095
Percentage
overshoot(%)
0.91% 7.82% 1.46% 0.784%
Table V III-1
N o te  that the m axim um  overshoot occurs w hen  w ater is pum ped at h igh  depth.
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9-CONCLUSION
The ch osen  w ay  o f  controlling the m otor seem s to be the best. Indeed, a large range o f  
velo c ities (from  0 .0 4 m .s'1 to oo) w ill ob v io u sly  reduce the pow er required. M oreover it 
is m ore accurate to control the m otor via tw o  consecutive pressure data than using an 
approxim ated equation.
It can also be stated that the m otor response is very fast and the m axim um  overshoot is 
low . A s  a com parison, a long tim e response w ou ld  be annoying for accurate 
m easurem ent o f  the therm ocline. H ow ever, a long transient response could  be  
im proved and the steady-state error reduced by im plem enting a  proportional +  
derivative +  integrator controller (PID ) w hich  w ou ld  unfortunately increase both  the 
com plexity  and the cost o f  the system .
It is also very important to reduce as m uch as p ossib le  the error due to the feedback  
(being later the armature voltage). Indeed a large error w ould  lead to an inaccurate 
output v e loc ity  w hich , leads to a higher energy  consum ption.
Pfllipprnmg the stability, even  i f  it cou ld  not be proven theoretically  because o f  the 
non-lin$#r term, w hich  sim ulates the am plifier saturation (i.e . ± 2 4  V olts), all the
■ jr P J ’
sim ulations ach ieved  lead to  a bounded response. This tends to  prove that the m otor is
I ’ ‘ •
stable in any circum stance.
H ence the m otor can be controlled w ithout any problem.
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CHAPTER IX: 
STABILITY OF THE 
SUBMERGED AND FLOATING
PROFILER
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1-INTRODUCTION
This chapter deals w ith  the study o f  the final parameter. It is essen tia l to  k n ow  i f  the 
profiler is stable even  i f  strong seaw ater currents occur. The study o f  the stability can  
on ly be accom plished  at the end o f  th is th esis since all the com ponents (ball screw , 
motor, etc) had to  be chosen  first in order to  k n ow  their vo lum e and w eigh t (i.e . their 
centre o f  gravity).
B oth  centres o f  buoyancy and gravity o f  the profiler m ust be determined. Com paring  
them  w ill enable to  ju stify  i f  the profiler is stable or not. O bviou sly  it is primordial for 
the profiler to be stable. Indeed an unstable d ev ice  w ou ld  capsize and w ou ld  lead to  the 
im possib ility  o f  w orking properly.
2-STABILITY
To be stable in any circum stance, the centre o f  buoyancy, w h ich  is the centre o f  m ass 
o f  the d isplaced water, m ust be above the centre o f  m ass o f  the body (centre o f  gravity) 
[11]. T he centre o f  buoyancy changes depending on  i f  the profiler is either floating or 
fu lly im m ersed. W hen im m ersed (figure I X -1), the centre o f  buoyancy (O ) is the centre 
o f  the profiler due to its sym m etrical shape (axial and planar).
H ow ever, w hen  the profiler is floating at the sea surface, its centre o f  buoyancy (O ) 
g o es dow n to  (G ) as show n in figure IX -2 . In fact this happens because the im m ersed  
volum e has decreased.
Firstly, the centre o f  buoyancy w h en  fu lly  im m ersed (O ) w ill be calculated. Second ly  
its location  w ill be determ ined w h en  the profiler floats (G ). The low er o f  these tw o  
locations w ill be com pared w ith  the centre o f  gravity o f  the profiler.
The determ ination o f  the centre o f  gravity (evaluated w ith  SolidW orks) is ach ieved  
excluding the m ass o f  both  the batteries (location  not know n) and the electronic  
com ponents (not know n). H ow ever, th ese elem ents, having an influence o n  the centre 
o f  gravity location, m ust be installed at a ju d icious p lace inside the profiler.
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Centre o f  buoyancy w h en  fu lly  im m ersed:
Figure I X -1
Centre o f  buoyancy w h en  floating:
Figure IX -2
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U sing M athem atica, as sh ow n  below , the determ ination o f  the centre o f  buoyancy  
(w hen  floating) is achieved.
Clear (r, 1, p, m b ,  
buoyancy h, HE, ■ 1, i *2 , a  3, OG1, 062, 093, OG]
r = 8.175;
1 - 0.«; 
pr, 103«; 
mass = 100. •;
2 2buoyancy ■ xitxr2 xk +itxrJ xl+ -  xHxr5! xp;
DETERHEHKTIDN OF h ;
h = k /. First (Solve [buoyancy-mas =«0, hi I
DETERKQlM’iaN OF THE CENTRE OF BUOYANCY OF THE SFICRICAL ZO® KG;
m m  J ^ r x d ^ - y 2 ) ^
J£N* 2 -y2) #y
i ^
rressl = ( _  x/rxr2 xh) xp; 
mass2 . (Trxi^xl)xpf 
n«ss3= j-xnxr3Jxp;
0G1 = —  + HG;
OG2 = 0;
i 1 3 v
0C 3“ -(  2 + 8 X r) ;
DE1ERMXHAXI0H of the distance of the total centre of buoyancy below g ;
_  re slxOGl + ma xOG2 + ma ;3xDG30G = ---------------------------------(na ¡1 + 2 -t-ire t)
0.150768
0.0629929
-0 .00765497
T o be stable in any circum stance, the centre o f  gravity o f  the profiler must be at least 
7 .65  m illim etres b elo w  the point (O ). The design  o f  the profiler, having a centre o f  
gravity b elow  this point (G ), must be achieved. This m eans that m ost o f  the m ass o f  
the profiler must be located  in the low er profiler half.
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H aving the foil design  (exclud ing  the batteries and the electronic com ponents), the 
centre o f  gravity can be evaluated (figure IX -3).
OiipUt coonfnale patent [ '' default "
Mais prop s it» ! of Alliy
Mass = 7946763 grams
Vofeme = 1744346093 a O c  mftneters
Surface area = 5000394 43 scpjara mfctetars
Cent« of mass ( mfcnt is ]
X -0 .0 0  
Y --0.00 
2 -  382.68
Principal axes of inertia and principal moments of rertiac ( grams1 square mfcneters ) 
Ik -(0.00.0.00,1.00) Px-1014189111.25
ly - (0.91.-0.42,0.00] Py-10720849453.89
I2 -I0 .4 i0 .9 1 .a 0 0 ) Pï» 1072(860424.13
Moments of inertia; ( grams * square mfcneters )
T aken at the center of mass and aligned with the output coonfriate system.
Lxx = 10720851363.70 Lay = 4158.29 Lxz = 4.11
l«p = 10720858514.31 lyz  = -665-27
Lay = -665.27 Lzz = 1014189111.25
Figure IX -3 Evaluation o f  the centre o f  gravity
Key: □: Centre o f  gravity location
0: Origin
B old  numbers: refer to figure IX-3
The overall centre o f  gravity is 17 .32m m  (4 0 0 -3 8 2 .6 8 ) b elow  the point (O ). H ow ever, 
the battery (11 .35k g) and all the electronics com ponents (relatively light) m ust be 
added and other w eight i f  necessary to reach 100 .8k g  (refer to chapter IV).
Therefore, from the 21 .33  kg to add (1 0 0 .8 -7 9 .4 6 7 ), the com ponents should be located  
as low  as possib le in order to avoid the centre o f  gravity to  rise.
In this case, the profiler w ill be stable in any circum stance, ensuring no risk for it to  
capsize.
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Figure IX -4  sum m arises the different centres o f  buoyancy location  and a lso  the 
location  o f  the centre o f  gravity:
Figure IX -4
3-CONCLUSION
In order to have a stable profiler, its centre o f  gravity m ust be b e lo w  the centre o f  
buoyancy w hen  floating (G ). It is also o f  particular interest to design  a profiler having  
its centre o f  gravity as c lo se  as p ossib le to the bottom  hem ispheric surface. Indeed the 
low er (large distance b etw een  the centre o f  buoyancy and the centre o f  gravity) the 
centre o f  gravity is, the shorter the settling tim e o f  the profiler (w hen  oscilla tin g) is. 
M oreover there w ill be absolu tely  no risk that the profiler capsizes.
Therefore no problem  w ill  be encountered about the stability as far as the batteries and 
the electronics com ponents are located  b elo w  (G ) in the low er h a lf  part o f  the profiler. 
I f  the electronics com ponents (generally very light) are lighter than 9 .9 8 k g  (21 .3 3 k g -  
11.35kg), additional w eigh t m ust be added in order to reach 100.8kg. O nce again this 
w eight must be located in the low er h a lf  o f  the profiler.
N o te  that in som e cases like boats, the centre o f  gravity is above the centre o f  
buoyancy. In this case, the m etacentric height must be calculated.
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CHAPTER X: 
OVERALL CONCLUSION
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This project gave m e the opportunity to  learn about oceanography and to  im plem ent 
several engineering field s such as design  m ethodology, m athem atics, stress analysis, 
control system  and softw are packages.
D ifferent conclusions can  be drawn from  the present thesis:
First o f  all, em phasis has been  laid on  the com plexity  to  m odel m athem atically the 
dynam ics o f  the profiler. Solving the dynam ics equation  w as on ly  p ossib le by  m aking  
assum ptions such  as no surface w aves and constant w ater currents. O bviously, on ly  
real conditions could g iv e  accurate results. H ow ever these tests w ould be very  
expensive and due to  the unpredictability o f  the sea, no generalisation  could  be made. 
The current m agnitude in  b oth  vertical and horizontal d irections has been  sim plified  in 
order to so lve the dynam ics equation o f  the profiler. Furthermore during one cy c le , the  
profiler w ill not horizontally drift beyond a “virtual cylinder” o f  1.8 kilom etres 
(0 .25m .s'1x 2 x 6 0 x 6 0 s )  radius. This is acceptable and very loca lised  com pared to the 
vastness o f  the oceans.
Secondly, it has b een  dem onstrated that a pum p capacity o f  2 .1k g  o f  w ater is  sufficient 
for the profiler to  d ive and resurface at a v e lo c ity  o f  0 .0 5 m .s '1. T his w as achieved in 
chapter IV using the sim plified  second  order differential equation. H ow ever, 
considering all the sim plifications, another kilogram  o f  water is recom m ended to be 
added to the overall pum p capacity.
Thirdly, a reciprocating pum p (m ade o f  three p istons) has been  ch osen  to pump and 
discharge water. A ccording to this design, the se lection  o f  the m otor w as driven b y  tw o  
important parameters:
• S ince the energy required is large, effic ien t d ev ices m ust be used. 
U nfortunately, th is also leads to an increase in price. A  differential pum p (m ade  
o f  w ashers or springs) w as interesting in order to  reduce the energy required. 
H ow ever in our case, it can not be ach ieved  because it w ou ld  be too  
cum bersom e.
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• The torque is d eep ly  responsible for the ch o ice  o f  the motor. O nly fe w  D C  
m otors are able to  overcom e the torque occurring at 2 00m  deep. A  reduction o f  
the p iston  diam eter w ould  decrease the torque. U nfortunately, th is w ou ld  lead  
to  an increase o f  the piston  length, hence an increase o f  the profiler vo lum e (in  
order to keep the capacity o f  3 .1 k g  o f  w ater). This w ou ld  also lead to an 
increase o f  the pum ping or discharging tim e, hence a slow er m otor response. 
Therefore a good  com prom ise had to be found betw een  the radius, the length  
and the number o f  pistons.
N ext, the hydrodynam ics and the m echanical strength o f  the external shape had to  be 
studied. A  cylindrical shape having tw o  hem ispheric ends is  the m ost appropriate 
shape. Indeed the hem ispheric ends a llo w  a lo w  drag coefficien t, hence a lo w  drag 
force acting on  the profiler. Concerning the m echanical strength, on ly  spherical and 
cylindrical shapes are able to withstand high pressure. Indeed, as seen  in chapter VII, 
the optim ised “sham rock” shape (w ith  a  reduced volum e) having flat sides cou ld  not 
be chosen  due to  unacceptable large deflections.
A ll these chapters w ere studied in  parallel. Indeed one parameter change w as  
influencing som e others. For exam ple, a  m od ification  o f  the external shape w ou ld  
m odify  the dynam ics o f  the profiler and also the quantity o f  w ater required. H ow ever, 
the dynam ics o f  the profiler has been done first in order to determ ine theoretically  the  
quantity o f  w ater required. Therefore the w h ole pum p d esign  could  fo llow .
A m ong the several p ossib le materials, the com posite  material fibreglass +  ep o x y  is 
certainly the best material and the m ost used  over the last decade. Indeed it offers good  
m echanical strength (to withstand high  pressure), a lo w  density (to have a light 
profiler) and is fu lly  corrosion resistant. A s a com parison, steel w ould  be to o  heavy; 
alum inium  w ould  be too expensive due to  the m anufacturing o f  the low er part, m iddle  
part and upper part (refer to appendix E).
Concerning the control d esign  o f  the profiler ve loc ity , the pressure d ifference m ethod  
is m uch m ore appropriate for our application. Indeed no approxim ated form ulae are
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used since sensors evaluate the actual pressure, w h ich  leads to a m ore accurate output 
profiler velocity . It has also been  seen  that the m otor has a fast response; the settling  
tim e is reached after 0 .014  seconds for the slo w est configuration. It is necessary  for the 
settling tim e to be short in order to get an accurate and effic ien t output profiler 
velocity . F inally, the theoretical determ ination o f  the stability cou ld  not be proven  due 
to the non-linear term  (am plifier saturation). H ow ever, sim ulating the m otor response  
(using Sim ulink) has sh ow n  that the system  is stable. This proves that the w hole  
system  w ill w ork efficiently.
The first tim e that the profiler is launched into the sea, an external sw itch  m ight be 
necessary in order to turn on  the pum p system  before it operates on  its ow n . E ven  i f  
this has not been studied throughout the present thesis, it is very  easy  to ach ieve by 
drilling a  h ole in the external shape and inserting a sw itch.
The profiler m ight seem  exp en sive. Indeed, including the cost o f  the three m otors, the 
three ball screw s, the batteries and the cost o f  manufacturing, the price o f  the profiler is 
about £15000 . H ow ever this is m ainly due to  the cost o f  the m otors. Indeed these  
m otors are rare and use the best m agnetic material in  order to get h igh  perform ances. 
M oreover these m otors are able to  w ork  in cond itions w here m ost o f  the m otors w ould  
fail. A s a  com parison to the m otor price (£ 3 5 0 0  each), a stepper m otor having the sam e 
w orking characteristics w ould  cost £ 5 6 2 2  (from  A PI M otion  com pany).
Finally, even  i f  the overall cost (£ 1 5 0 0 0 ) is  high, it seem s relatively  lo w  com pared  
w ith a ship charter cost (up to £50 ,0 0 0  per day).
Finally, throughout this thesis, it has been dem onstrated that a profiler having a 
0 .05m .s'1 ve lo c ity  is able to  w ork effic ien tly  and able to ach ieve tw o hundred cycles. 
H ow ever, i f  deeper or m ore cyc les are required, another source o f  energy m ust be 
used. Indeed, even  i f  the alkaline battery is e ffic ien t, it w ould  becom e too  cum bersom e 
since m ore energy w ou ld  be required. G oing d ow n  to about 500m  w ould  be possib le. 
H ow ever it seem s very d ifficult to probe deeper using this d esign  since it m ight be 
im possib le to find an appropriate motor.
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INTERNATIONAL EQUATION OF STATE OF SEA WATER, 1980:
Determ ination o f  the seawater density according to  its salinity (S ), temperature (T), 
and pressure p (in  bars):
p (S ,T ,0 )=  9 9 9 .8 4 2 5 9 4  +  6 .7 9 3 9 5 2 x 1 0'2xT  - 9 .0 9 5 2 9 0 x  10’3 T2 +  1 .001685 x  lO^T3 - 
1 .1 2 0 0 8 3 x 1 0 ^  T4 +  6 .5 3 6 3 3 6 x l0 '9 T 5 +  (8 .24493X 10'1 - 4 .0 8 9 9 x l0 ‘3T +  
7 .6 4 3 8 x l0 '5 T2 - 8 .2 4 6 7 x l0 '7 T3 +  5 .3 8 7 5 x l0 ~ 9 T4) x S  +  (-5 .7 2 4 6 6 x 1 0'3 +  
1.02 2 7 x  1 O'4 T  -  1,6 5 4 6 x  10^ T2)S 3/2 +  4 .8 3 1 4x 10 4  S2
K (S ,T ,p )=  19 6 5 2 .2 1 + 1 4 8 .4 2 0 6 x T  - 2 .3 2 7 1 0 5 x T 2 + 1 .3 6 0 4 7 7 x 1 0'2 T 3 - 5 .155288  x l 0 ‘5 
T4 +  S x (5 4 .6 7 4 6  - 0 .6 0 3 4 5 9 x T  +  1 .0 9 9 8 7 x l0 '2 T2 - 6 .1 6 7 0 x l0 '5 T3) -  
S3/2(7 .9 4 4 x 10‘2 +  1 .6 4 8 3 x l0 ‘2 T - 5 .3009X 10-4 T2) +  p x [3 .2 3 9 9 0 8  +
1 .4 3 7 1 3 x l0 '3 T +  1 .1 6 0 8 2 x 1 0 ^  T2 - 5 .7 7 9 0 5 x l0 '7 T3 +  S x (2 .2 8 3 8 x l0 '3 -
1 .0981xl0"5 T - 1.6078X10"6 T2) +  S3/2 (1.91075X 10-4)] +  p2x [8 .5 0 9 3 5 x l0 '5 -
6 .1 2 2 9 3 x 1 O'6 T +  5 .2 7 8 7 x l0 '8 T2 +  S x (-9 .9 3 4 8  xlO '7 +  2 .0 8 1 6 x l0 ‘8 T +
9 .1 6 9 7 x 1  O'10 T2)]
Where:
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In order to determine the ball screw  velo c ity  and its duration per duty (i.e . each  
important depth), three different parameters, w h ich  are the “d isp lacem ent to m ass 
conversion”, “the pressure to  torque conversion” and “the depth to velocity  
conversion”, m ust be determ ined.
Displacement to mass conversion:
W e w ish  to  stop the sim ulation  after pum ping 1 or 1.1 kg  o f  water (depending o n  the 
depth). The output o f  the m otor is the velocity  © in rad.s"1. H en ce first o f  all © m ust be 
integrated to  get a displacem ent (say  0 ) in  radians. T hen m ultiplying 0 by the lead  
screw  and d ivide it by 2 n  g iv es  the p iston  d isplacem ent in  m etres. F inally  this value is 
m ultiplied  by the p iston  area and by  the water density to  get the actual m ass in  kg:
1 jffld tx lead
m ass =
2 x  %
x 7 ix r 2 x Pwater
0 x 0 .0 0 4  nry-,02 in inm ass = -------------- x  7 tx 0 .0 2 8  x l0 3 0
2X71
m ass =  0 .0 0 1 6 1 x 0  
Pressure to torque conversion:
The torque disturbance (N .m ) m ust be taken into consideration  since it has a great 
influence. A s seen  in chapter V I, the torque equation is:
Force x lead (Pressure x  piston area) x lead
Torque =  
Torque
2 x 7 ix n  2 x î t x r i
Pressure x  n  x  0 .0 2 8 2 x 0 .004
2 x 7 1 x 0 .9  
Torque =  1.74 x 1 O'6 x pressure
Depth to velocity conversion:
D epending on  the depth, the appropriate v e lo c ity  m ust be selected . T he easiest w a y  to  
find the velocity  ratio is to sim ulate the m otor response w h en  the torque disturbance is 
first at the sea surface and then at 2 0 0  m eters deep. A ssum ing no torque disturbance at 
lm  deep, as show n next page, the m axim um  m otor v e lo c ity  is 12.51 rad.s'1 (datum  
co llected  from  the M A T L A B  “velocity .m at” file).
Then in the fo llow in g  graph, w h en  the torque disturbance is the h ighest, the velocity  
becom es 5.0661rad.s"1.
24
Input
voltage
•3.52
Torque
disturbance
Sum
0.9485 - i- + 1 velocity, mat0.0082S+3.85 * + 0.00133S+0.2385
---------- ►
Motor Sum Load
0.949 
Back EM F
velocity
N ote: 3 .5 2 N .m  is the torque occurring at 2 00  m etres deep.
The negative sign  m eans that the m otor m ust overcom e the torque (w hen  w ater  
m ust be released).
H ence the depth to v e lo c ity  conversion  is:
V m a x -V m in  1 2 .5 1 -5 .0 6 6 1  „ A„__ .i
---------------------- = ------------------------=  0 .0 3 7 2  s .
200  2 00
These values are found u sing  a 24  volts supply, assum ing no error due to  the feedback.
T hen the tim e required and the ve lo c ities in  each  o f  the four cases can be sim ulated.
Graph representing the m otor velocity  (i.e. ball screw  velocity) and tim e required to pump 1.1 kilogram s o f  water at 1 metre deep:
Time and velocity at lm  deep to pump 1.1kg of water:
D ata co llected  from  the “velocity .m at” file. The sim ulation  is stopped w hen  1 .1kg is 
pum ped.
N ote: depth 1 is random ly selected  but it m ust be larger than depth 2  to a llow  the 
pum ping.
C olum ns 64  through 70
TIME: 55 .8516  55 .8 5 2 6  55 .8 5 3 6  5 5 .8 5 4 6  5 5 .8 5 5 6  5 5 .8 5 6 6  55 .8 5 7 6
V ELO C ITY : 12.2268 12.2268  12 .2268  12 .2268  12 .2268  12 .2268  12 .2268
C olum ns 71 through 77
5 5 .8 5 8 6  55 .8596  55 .8 6 0 6  55 .8 6 1 6  55 .8626  55 .8 6 3 6  55 .8646
12.2268 12.2268 12 .2268 12 .2268  12.2268 12 .2268 12.2268
C olum ns 78  through 84
55 .8656  55 .8666  55 .8 6 7 6  55 .8 6 8 6  55 .8696  55 .8 7 0 6  55 .8716
12.2268 12.2268 12 .2268 12 .2268  12 .2268 12 .2268 12.2268
C olum ns 85 through 91
55 .8 7 2 6  55 .8736  55 .8 7 4 6  55 .8 7 5 6  55 .8766  55 .8 7 7 6  55 .8786
12.2268 12.2268 12 .2268 12 .2268 12 .2268 12 .2268  12.2268
C olum ns 92 through 96
5 5 .8 7 9 6  55 .8806  55 .8816  55 .8 8 2 6  55.8836
12.2268 12.2268 12 .2268 12 .2268 12.2268
Then: ve lo c ity  =  12 .2268  rad.s'1«  117 rev.m in'1
Tim e « 5 6  seconds
(values rounded up to the fo llo w in g  integer)
Graph representing the ball screw  velocity  and tim e required to pump 1 kilogram  o f  water at 100 metres deep:
Time and velocity at 100m deep to pump 1kg of water:
Columns 22 through 28 
71.4403 71.4413 71.4423
8.6898 8.6898 8.6898
Columns 29 through 35
71.4473 71.4483 71.4493
8.6898 8.6898 8.6898
Columns 36 through 42
71.4543 71.4553 71.4563
8.6898 8.6898 8.6898
Columns 43 through 49
71.4613 71.4623 71.4633
8.6898 8.6898 8.6898
Columns 50 through 56
71.4683 71.4693 71.4703
8.6898 8.6898 8.6898
Columns 57 through 61
71.4753 71.4763 71.4773
8.6898 8.6898 8.6898
71.4433 71.4443 71.4453
8.6898 8.6898 8.6898
71.4503 71.4513 71.4523
8.6898 8.6898 8.6898
71.4573 71.4583 71.4593
8.6898 8.6898 8.6898
71.4643 71.4653 71.4663
8.6898 8.6898 8.6898
71.4713 71.4723 71.4733
8.6898 8.6898 8.6898
71.4783 71.4793
8.6898 8.6898
Then: velocity = 8.6898 rad.s"1» 83 rev.min' 1
Time « 72 seconds
71.4463
8.6898
71.4533
8.6898
71.4603
8.6898
71.4673
8.6898
71.4743
8.6898
Graph representing the ball screw velocity and time required to release 1.1 kilograms o f  water at 200 metres deep:
Time and velocity at 200m deep to release 1.1kg of water:
Columns 57 through 63
141.6441 141.6451 141.6461 141.6471 141.6481 141.6491 141.6501 
-4.8224 -4.8224 -4.8224 -4.8224 -4.8224 -4.8224 -4.8224
Columns 64 through 70
141.6511 141.6521 141.6531 141.6541 141.6551 141.6561 141.6571
-4.8224 -4.8224 -4.8224 -4.8224 -4.8224 -4.8224 -4.8224
Columns 71 through 77
141.6581 141.6591 141.6601 141.6611 141.6621 141.6631 141.6641
-4.8224 -4.8224 -4.8224 -4.8224 -4.8224 -4.8224 -4.8224
Columns 78 through 84
141.6651 141.6661 141.6671 141.6681 141.6691 141.6701 141.6711 
-4.8224 -4.8224 -4.8224 -4.8224 -4.8224 -4.8224 -4.8224
Columns 85 through 91
141.6721 141.6731 141.6741 141.6751 141.6761 141.6771 141.6781
-4.8224 -4.8224 -4.8224 -4.8224 -4.8224 -4.8224 -4.8224
Columns 92 through 97
141.6791 141.6801 141.6811 141.6821 141.6831 141.6841 
-4.8224 -4.8224 -4.8224 -4.8224 -4.8224 -4.8224
Then: the negative signs mean that the motor is rotating in the other direction
velocity = 4.8224 rad.s'1« 47 rev.m in1 
Time «142 seconds
Graph representing the ball screw velocity and time required to release 1 kilogram  o f  water at 100 metres deep:
Time and velocity at 100m deep to release lkg of water:
Columns 36 through 42
72.6776 72.6786 72.6796 72.6806 72.6816 72.6826 
-8.5425 -8.5425 -8.5425 -8.5425 -8.5425 -8.5425
Columns 43 through 49
72.6846 72.6856 72.6866 72.6876 72.6886 72.6896 
-8.5425 -8.5425 -8.5425 -8.5425 -8.5425 -8.5425
Columns 50 through 56
72.6916 72.6926 72.6936 72.6946 72.6956 72.6966 
-8.5425 -8.5425 -8.5425 -8.5425 -8.5425 -8.5425
Columns 57 through 63
72.6986 72.6996 72.7006 72.7016 72.7026 72.7036 
-8.5425 -8.5425 -8.5425 -8.5425 -8.5425 -8.5425
Columns 64 through 70
72.7056 72.7066 72.7076 72.7086 72.7096 72.7106 
-8.5425 -8.5425 -8.5425 -8.5425 -8.5425 -8.5425
Columns 71 through 73
72.7126 72.7136 72.7146 
-8.5425 -8.5425 -8.5425
72.6836
-8.5425
72.6906
-8.5425
72.6976
-8.5425
72.7046
-8.5425
72.7116
-8.5425
Then: velocity = 8.5425 rad.s'1« 82 rev.min 1
Time « 73 seconds
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Graph representing the amperage required when pumping 1.1 kilograms of water at 1 metre deep (depthl is randomly selected but must be 
higher than depth 2):
Determination of the amperage required and its duration in order to fmd out the battery 
capacity per duty (for more information about the block diagrams, refer to appendix 1).
Time and amperage required when pumping 1.1kg of water at lm  deep:
[...]
Columns 57 through 63
TIME: 55.8446 55.8456 55.8466 55.8476 55.8486 55.8496 55.8506
AMPERAGE: 3.0559 3.0559 3.0559 3.0559 3.0559 3.0559 3.0559
Columns 64 through 70
55.8516 55.8526 55.8536 55.8546 55.8556 55.8566 55.8576
3.0559 3.0559 3.0559 3.0559 3.0559 3.0559 3.0559
Columns 71 through 77
55.8586 55.8596 55.8606 55.8616 55.8626 55.8636 55.8646
3.0559 3.0559 3.0559 3.0559 3.0559 3.0559 3.0559
Columns 78 through 84
55.8656 55.8666 55.8676 55.8686 55.8696 55.8706 55.8716
3.0559 3.0559 3.0559 3.0559 3.0559 3.0559 3.0559
Columns 85 through 91
55.8726 55.8736 55.8746 55.8756 55.8766 55.8776 55.8786
3.0559 3.0559 3.0559 3.0559 3.0559 3.0559 3.0559
Columns 92 through 96
55.8796 55.8806 55.8816 55.8826 55.8836
3.0559 3.0559 3.0559 3.0559 3.0559
Then: amperage = 3.0559A
time = 55.8836*55.9 seconds
Graph representing the amperage required when pumping 1 kilogram  o f  water at 100 metres deep:
Time and amperage required when pumping 1kg of water at 100m deep:
[ - ]
Columns 29 through 35
71.4473 71.4483 71.4493 
0.3314 0.3314 0.3314
Columns 36 through 42
71.4543 71.4553 71.4563 
0.3314 0.3314 0.3314
Columns 43 through 49
71.4613 71.4623 71.4633 
0.3314 0.3314 0.3314
Columns 50 through 56
71.4683 71.4693 71.4703 
0.3314 0.3314 0.3314
Columns 57 through 61
71.4753 71.4763 71.4773 
0.3314 0.3314 0.3314
71.4503 71.4513 71.4523 
0.3314 0.3314 0.3314
71.4573 71.4583 71.4593 
0.3314 0.3314 0.3314
71.4643 71.4653 71.4663 
0.3314 0.3314 0.3314
71.4713 71.4723 71.4733 
0.3314 0.3314 0.3314
71.4783 71.4793 
0.3314 0.3314
Then: amperage = 0.3 314A
time = 71.4793«71.5 seconds
71.4533
0.3314
71.4603
0.3314
71.4673
0.3314
71.4743
0.3314
Graph representing the amperage required when releasing 1.1 kilograms o f  water at 200 metres deep:
Time and amperage required when releasing 1.1kg of water at 200m deep:
[■••]
Columns 57 through 63
141.6441 141.6451 141.6461 141.6471 141.6481 141.6491 141.6501
-4.9198 -4.9198 -4.9198 -4.9198 -4.9198 -4.9198 -4.9198
Columns 64 through 70
141.6511 141.6521 141.6531 141.6541 141.6551 141.6561 141.6571 
-4.9198 -4.9198 -4.9198 -4.9198 -4.9198 -4.9198 -4.9198
Columns 71 through 77
141.6581 141.6591 141.6601 141.6611 141.6621 141.6631 141.6641 
.4.9198 -4.9198 -4.9198 -4.9198 -4.9198 -4.9198 -4.9198
Columns 78 through 84
141.6651 141.6661 141.6671 141.6681 141.6691 141.6701 141.6711 
-4.9198 -4.9198 -4.9198 -4.9198 -4.9198 -4.9198 -4.9198
Columns 85 through 91
141.6721 141.6731 141.6741 141.6751 141.6761 141.6771 141.6781
.4.9198 -4.9198 -4.9198 -4.9198 -4.9198 -4.9198 -4.9198
Columns 92 through 97
141.6791 141.6801 141.6811 141.6821 141.6831 141.6841 
.4.9198 -4.9198 -4.9198 -4.9198 -4.9198 -4.9198
Then: amperage = 4.92A
time = 141.6821*141.7 seconds
Graph representing the amperage required when releasing 1 kilogram o f water at 100 metres deep:
Constant!
Displacement to 
mass conversion
Relational 
Operatorl Simulation
Time and amperage required when releasing 1kg of water at 100m deep:
[...]
Columns 43 through 49
72.6846 72.6856 72.6866 72.6876 72.6886 72.6896 
-4.0016 -4.0016 -4.0016 -4.0016 -4.0016 -4.0016
Columns 50 through 56
72.6916 72.6926 72.6936 72.6946 72.6956 72.6966 
-4.0016 -4.0016 -4.0016 -4.0016 -4.0016 -4.0016
Columns 57 through 63
72.6986 72.6996 72.7006 72.7016 72.7026 72.7036 
-4.0016 -4.0016 -4.0016 -4.0016 -4.0016 -4.0016
Columns 64 through 70
72.7056 72.7066 72.7076 72.7086 72.7096 72.7106 
-4.0016 -4.0016 -4.0016 -4.0016 -4.0016 -4.0016
Columns 71 through 73
72.7126 72.7136 72.7146 
.4.0016 -4.0016 -4.0016
72.6906
-4.0016
72.6976
-4.0016
72.7046
-4.0016
72.7116
-4.0016
Then: amperage = 4A
time = 72.7136*72.72 seconds
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Determination of the characteristics of the motor response:
These characteristics include the settling time and the percentage overshoot. They must 
be as small as possible in order to reach the stable state very quickly.
Motor response 
Overshoot
Motor response
Determination of the settling time Ts:
Ts is determinate when the output v is (within 2%): 
Final valuex (l-0.02)<velocity<fmal valuex (1+0.02) 
Form the velocity we can find the settling time.
Determination of the percentage overshoot PO:
PO =
^Maximal velocity - final velocity ' 
final velocity
x 100
Key:
□ : Maximal velocity
□ : Settling time
□ : Final velocity
Block diagram giving the output velocity at 1 metre deep. Concerning the other states, only depthland depth2 have to be changed.
Motor+Amplifier
-rtachometer
Depth2
•{1030*9.8 
Pressure2
Constanti
Pressure to 
torque conversion
velocity.mat 
velocity
Overshoot and settling time (within 2% of the final value) at lm  deep:
Columns 1 through 7
TIME 0 0.0001 0.0010 0.0019 0.0029 0.0039 0.0049
VELOCITY 0 0.0115 0.8682 2.5005 4.6560 6.7384 8.5306
Columns 8 through 14
0.0059 0.0069 0.0079 0.0082 0.0086 0.0089 0.0091
9.9543 11.0132 11.7533 11.9384 12.1333 12.2189 12.2893
Columns 15 through 21
0.0094 0.0096 0.0098 0.0101 0.0102 0.0112 0.0122
12.3378 12.3121 12.2631 12.2021 12.1667 12.0376 12.0329
Columns 22 through 28
0.0132 0.0142 0.0146 0.0149 0.0151 0.0154 0.0156
12.0938 12.1815 12.2179 12.2399 12.2517 12.2500 12.2366
Columns 29 through 35
0.0159 0.0163 0.0173 0.0176 0.0179 0.0183 0.0187
12.2192 12.2042 12.2135 12.2244 12.2343 12.2371 12.2299
Columns 36 through 42
0.0190 0.0196 0.0200 0.0203 0.0207 0.0211 0.0215
12.2216 12.2206 12.2274 12.2324 12.2306 12.2257 12.2226
Columns 43 through 49
0.0219 0.0223 0.0228 0.0233 0.0237 0.0242 0.0246
12.2252 12.2287 12.2292 12.2263 12.2247 12.2264 12.2281
Columns 50 through 56 
0.0255 0.0259 0,0265
12.2267 12.2257 12.2268
Columns 57 through 63 
0.0294 0.0301 0.0307
12.2272 12.2266 12.2266
Columns 64 through 70 
0.0343 0.0350 0.0359
12.2269 12.2267 12.2269 
Columns 71 through 77 
0.0402 0.0412 0.0421
12.2268 12.2268 12.2268
Columns 78 through 81 
0.0471 0.0481 0.0491
12.2268 12.2268 12.226«
0.0270 0.0277 0.0282
12.2276 12.2267 12.2262
0.0313 0.0320 0.0327
12.2270 12.2269 12.2266
0.0366 0.0375 0.0385
12.2268 12.2268 12.2269
0.0431 0.0441 0.0451
12.2268 12.2268 12.2268
0.0500
12.2268
11.982<v<12.471 Then Ts=0.0086 seconds 
P0=0.91%
12.2270
0.0289
0.0336
12.2269
0.0393
12.2268
0.0461
12.2268
Overshoot and settling time at 100m deep (pumping):
Columns 1 through 7
0 0.0001 0.0010 0.0020 0.0030 0.0032 0.0035
0 0.1412 2.1595 4.7143 7.5564 8.2966 8.9077
Columns 8 through 14
0.0036 0.0037 0.0045 0.0047 0.0048 0.0049 0.0050
9.2192 9.3695 9.3683 9.1426 8.9512 8.7790 8.6083
Columns 15 through 21
0.0052 0.0053 0.0062 0.0066 0.0068 0.0070 0.0072
8.3557 8.2306 7.9998 8.2051 8.3948 8.5897 8.7738
Columns 22 through 28
0.0074 0.0076 0.0078 0.0079 0.0081 0.0083 0.0086
8.9409 8.9839 8.9562 8.8747 8.7538 8.6107 8.4991
Columns 29 through 35
0.0087 0.0089 0.0091 0.0093 0.0095 0.0098 0.0100
8.4772 8.4937 8.5526 8.6363 8.7410 8.8281 8.8272
Columns 36 through 42
0.0102 0.0104 0.0106 0.0109 0.0111 0.0113 0.0115
8.7877 8.7226 8.6462 8.5905 8.5973 8.6324 8.6847
Columns 43 through 49
0.0118 0.0121 0.0123 0.0125 0.0128 0.0132 0.0134
8.7401 8.7609 8.7470 8.7142 8.6731 8.6397 8.6533
Columns 50 through 56
0.0137 0.0139 0.0143 0.0146 0.0148 0.0151 0.0155
8.6797 8.7100 8.7245 8.7119 8.6907 8.6698 8.6664
Columns 57 through 63 
0.0157 0.0160 0.0164
8.6780 8.6945 8.7070
Columns 64 through 70 
0.0180 0.0184 0.0189
8.6874 8.6960 8.6955
Columns 71 through 77 
0.0208 0.0212 0.0216
8.6941 8.6913 8.6877
Columns 78 through 84 
0.0239 0.0247 0.0252
8.6884 8.6899 8.6909
Columns 85 through 91 
0.0282 0.0287 0.0293
8.6896 8.6893 8.6900
Columns 92 through 98 
0.0327 0.0334 0.0342
8.6897 8.6897 8.6899
Columns 99 through 105 
0.0383 0.0393 0.0403
8.6898 8.6898 8.6897
Columns 106 through 112 
0.0451 0.0461 0.0471
8.6898 8.6898 8.6898
0.0167 0.0170 0.0173 
8.7027 8.6915 8.6801
0.0192 0.0196 0.0200
8.6886 8.6837 8.6861
0.0221 0.0226 0.0230
8.6874 8.6904 8.6920
0.0258 0.0263 0.0270
8.6898 8.6889 8.6899
0.0299 0.0306 0.0312
8.6900 8.6895 8.6897
0.0350 0.0357 0.0366
8.6897 8.6897 8.6898
0.0412 0.0421 0.0431
8.6898 8.6898 8.6897
0.0481 0.0491 0.0501
8.6898 8.6898 8.6898
8.6793
0.0177
0.0204
8.6912
0.0235
8.6902
0.0275
8.6904
0.0319
8.6899
0.0375
8.6897
0.0441
8.6898
0.0511
8.6898
8.516<v<8.864 Then Ts=0.0091 seconds
Overshoot and settling time at 200m deep:
Columns 1 through 7
0 0.0001 0.0010 0.0018 0.0027 0.0037 0.0047
0 0.2518 1.5224 1.6442 1.0331 -0.0362 -1.2045
Columns 8 through 14
0.0057 0.0067 0.0077 0.0087 0.0097 0.0100 0.0102
-2.2833 -3.1847 -3.8844 -4.3940 -4.7426 -4.8051 -4.8562
Columns 15 through 21
0.0103 0.0106 0.0108 0.0110 0.0112 0.0114 0.0124
-4.8815 -4.8930 -4.8772 -4.8435 -4.8023 -4.7796 -4.7059
Columns 22 through 28
0.0134 0.0144 0.0154 0.0157 0.0160 0.0163 0.0166
-4.7119 -4.7589 -4.8215 -4.8369 -4.8402 -4.8308 -4.8178
Columns 29 through 35
0.0170 0.0176 0.0181 0.0184 0.0187 0.0190 0.0194
-4.8069 -4.8063 -4.8157 -4.8244 -4.8298 -4.8295 -4.8236
Columns 36 through 42
0.0197 0.0203 0.0208 0.0212 0.0216 0.0220 0.0227
-4.8176 -4.8184 -4.8257 -4.8264 -4.8231 -4.8198 -4.8218
Columns 43 through 49
0.0231 0.0239 0.0244 0.0251 0.0256 0.0263 0.0269
-4.8243 -4.8228 -4.8216 -4.8225 -4.8231 -4.8222 -4.8220
Columns 50 through 56
0.0275 0.0281 0.0287 0.0294 0.0300 0.0309 0.0315
-4.8227 -4.8227 -4.8222 -4.8224 -4.8226 -4.8224 -4.8224
Columns 57 through 63 
0.0323 0.0331 0.0339
-4.8226 -4.8224 -4.8224
Columns 64 through 70 
0.0384 0.0393 0.0403
-4.8224 -4.8225 -4.8225
Columns 71 through 77 
0.0453 0.0463 0.0473
-4.8225 -4.8224 -4.8224
Columns 78 through 84 
0.0523 0.0533 0.0543
-4.8224 -4.8224 -4.8224 
Columns 85 through 86 
0.0593 0.0600
-4.8224 -4.8224
0.0348 0.0356 0.0365
-4.8225 -4.8224 -4.8224
0.0413 0.0423 0.0433
-4.8224 -4.8225 -4.8224
0.0483 0.0493 0.0503
-4.8225 -4.8224 -4.8224
0.0553 0.0563 0.0573
-4.8224 -4.8224 -4.8224
0.0374
-4.8225
0.0443
-4.8224
0.0513
-4.8224
0.0583
-4.8224
4.726<v<4.919 Then Ts=0.0l44 seconds 
PO=1.46%
Overshoot and settling time at 100m deep (releasing):
Columns 1 through 7
0 0.0001 0.0010 0.0018 0.0028 0.0038 0.0048 
0 0.1208 0.3643 -0.3691 -1.7512 -3.3432 -4.8350
Columns 8 through 14
0.0058 0.0068 0.0078 0.0088 0.0098 0.0101 0.0103
-6.0939 -7.0789 -7.8014 -8.2995 -8.5984 -8.6095 -8.5912
Columns 15 through 21
0.0105 0.0108 0.0110 0.0120 0.0130 0.0140 0.0150
-8.5568 -8.5169 -8.4921 -8.4315 -8.4440 -8.4932 -8.5518
Columns 22 through 28
0.0155 0.0158 0.0162 0.0164 0.0174 0.0177 0.0182
-8.5549 -8.5437 -8.5338 -8.5300 -8.5415 -8.5489 -8.5487
Columns 29 through 35
0.0185 0.0189 0.0193 0.0198 0.0202 0.0206 0.0210
-8.5427 -8.5374 -8.5387 -8.5448 -8.5464 -8.5435 -8.5403
Columns 36 through 42
0.0217 0.0221 0.0226 0.0231 0.0235 0.0240 0.0245
-8.5413 -8.5439 -8.5440 -8.5419 -8.5411 -8.5426 -8.5435
Columns 43 through 49
0.0251 0.0256 0.0263 0.0268 0.0275 0.0280 0.0287 
-8.5424 -8.5417 -8.5427 -8.5430 -8.5423 -8.5422 -8.5427
Columns 50 through 56 
0.0293 0.0299 0.0307
-8.5427 -8.5423 -8.5425
Columns 57 through 63 
0.0347 0.0355 0.0363
-8.5424 -8.5425 -8.5425
Columns 64 through 70 
0.0411 0.0420 0.0430
-8.5425 -8.5425 -8.5425
Columns 71 through 77 
0.0480 0.0490 0.0500
-8.5425 -8.5425 -8.5425
Columns 78 through 83 
0.0550 0.0560 0.0570
-8.5425 -8.5425 -8.5425
-8.5426 -8.5424 -8.5425
0.0313 0.0323 0.0330
0.0373 0.0382 0.0391
-8.5424 -8.5425 -8.5425
0.0440 0.0450 0.0460
-8.5425 -8.5425 -8.5425
0.0510 0.0520 0.0530
-8.5425 -8.5425 -8.5425
0.0580 0.0590 0.0600
-8.5425 -8.5425 -8.5425
-8.5426
0.0337
0.0401
-8.5425
0.0470
-8.5425
0.0540
-8.5425
8.372<v<8.713 Then Ts=0.0098 seconds 
P0=0.784%
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No. Element name Comments
1 Sensor support
2 Cylinder support
3 Cylinder -Teflon coating on the internal surface 
-Standard tube
4 Piston
5 Nut From Steinmeyer catalogue
6 Ball screw From Steinmeyer catalogue
7 Bearing Any supplier
8 Bearing support
9 Sensor Supplied by Sea Sense Ltd.
10 Lower plate
11 Coupling Any suplier/ Can also be manufacture
12 Shaft
13 Motor From Kollmorgen catalogue
14 Motor support
15 Lower part Made of epoxy and fibreglass
16 Connecting part
17 Middle part Made of epoxy and fibreglass
18 Upper plate
19 Upper part Made of epoxy and fibreglass

